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Abstract 
A number of SrTiO3(001) surface reconstructions have been studied using Plato, Package 
for 
Linear Combinations of Atomic Type Orbitals, a first principles density functional theory 
approach. The reconstructions studied are of order (1 x 1), (2 x 1) and (/ x 
/), and include 
a mixture of previously studied surface reconstructions and new proposals. Also studied are 
a series of adatom reconstructions, proposed by Kubo and Nozoye, involving 
(1 x 1), (2 x 1), 
c(2 x 2), (2x2), (v x J)-R26.6° and c(4x4) terminations. 
Energy calculations have been performed for each surface reconstruction, and phase di- 
agrams produced for a range of temperatures and pressures. This allows for a measure 
of relative stability to be achieved, and, where possible, results are compared with those 
published previously. These phase diagrams have shown that under certain conditions the 
(1 x 1) SrO terminated surface, the (2 x 1) Ti adatom on a (1 x 1) SrO terminated surface 
at site 1 and the (f x V)R-45° DL-Ti02 terminated surface are the most stable surface 
reconstructions. 
Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) has been used extensively to study the surface 
reconstructions of SrTiO3(001) experimentally. STM images have therefore been simulated 
by employing the Tersoff-Hamman approach and compared with those images seen experi- 
mentally, as well as those previously simulated, to complement the energetic analysis. By 
comparison of simulated and experimental images, unsuitable surface reconstructions are 
identified and eliminated from consideration. These images, in conjunction with the phase 
diagrams, identify likely candidates for those surfaces observed experimentally. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
SrTiO3 is a perovskite oxide that is of interest for a number of applications because of its 
dielectric and ferroelectric properties. It has also come to prominence as a lattice matched 
substrate in the growth of high T, superconducting thin films [1] and hetero-structures [2]. 
SrTiO3 is particularly useful for these applications as is does not exhibit a domain structure 
that influences the topography of the surfaces. Throughout a range of temperatures the 
simple cubic structure is maintained. However, whilst the atomic structure of SrTiO3 is well 
known, the surface reconstructions are currently poorly understood, and it is because of this 
fact that both experimental and theoretical work is being extensively carried out and is the 
main motivation behind this thesis. 
A variety of experimental techniques have been used to study SrTiO3(001), including 
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) [3,4,5,6], low energy electron diffraction (LEED) 
[7,8,4], reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED), [9,10], medium energy ion 
scattering (MEIS) [11] and room-temperature X-ray diffraction (SXRD) [12]. Numerous 
surface reconstructions have been observed from these techniques, including (2 x 1) [3,13,14], 
(2x2) [14,15], c(4x2) [3,8], c(6x2) [8] and (/ x v)-R26.6° [5,6,16]. Through these 
experimental processes the periodicity of the surface structure can be determined, however, 
the underlying surface stoichiometry can not be resolved. SrTiO3 is a structure made up of 
alternating layers of its sub-units SrO and Ti02, as shown in figure 2.1. As such it is possible 
to create many different surface terminations by cleaving layers off to reveal the layer below. 
These are then annealed to varying temperatures in a UHV environment to create the desired 
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surface. SrTiO3 has many different surface terminations, and we are interested in examining 
the energetics of these, as well as the differences between them. It might be expected that an 
unreconstructed SrTiO3 surface would give rise to both SrO and Ti02 terminations, however 
all observations show a step height that is one unit cell height, so a mixed termination is not 
present. 
The proposed (2 x 1) reconstructions in the literature are that of Ti02 and Ti203, both 
suggested by Castell [3], and the double layer Ti02 structure proposed by Erdman et at. 
[13]. These surface reconstructions have previously been studied by Johnston et at. [17], 
and they found that none of these reconstructions were stable for realistic temperature and 
pressure conditions. 
Kubo and Nozoye [5] proposed a set of reconstructions where Sr adatoms are situated 
at the fourfold 0 site of the underlying (1 x 1) Ti02 layer. Simulations were performed and 
simulated STM images displayed that show that for some of these cases the simulated images 
agree with those gained experimentally. However no calculations of the surface energies 
were performed, so no conclusions could be drawn as to whether any of these surfaces are 
energetically stable. Liborio et al. [18] further studied these reconstructions and found that 
under certain conditions some of the reconstructions were favourable, however, this work did 
not consider the (2x1) adatom reconstruction. 
This work begins with an introduction to both SrTiO3 and experimental STM, a non- 
intrusive method of surface analysis which maps the surface electronic structure, in Chapter 
2. Previous studies on the (1 x 1) surface reconstructions, both experimental and theoretical, 
are outlined and comparisons are drawn. Various larger surface reconstructions that have 
previously been proposed are also presented in this chapter. 
The study of surface energy is not a trivial one. Comparison of one surface with another 
is problematic due to the different numbers of sub-units contained within each structure. To 
solve this problem the concept of chemical potentials is introduced, however this is not suffi- 
cient for all of the surfaces. Non-stoichiometric surfaces provide a different set of problems. 
A non-stoichiometric surface is one that can not be defined in terms of integer multiples of 
sub-units. As such the concept of surface excesses is introduced, as well as a formulation of 
the method required to calculate the energies of these surfaces. 
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In chapter 3 PLATO (Package for Linear-combination of Atomic Type Orbitals), a pro- 
gram developed by Steven Kenny' and Andrew Horsfield 2, is presented. As PLATO is built 
on a Density Functional Theory framework, the fundamentals of DFT are also outlined. The 
method of total energy calculation is outlined, and necessary preliminary calculations are 
presented. The method that shall be used in simulating experimental STM images is also 
introduced. 
The method of computational steering is then introduced in chapter 4, outlining the ben- 
efits of such a method and a simple case study is presented. Fully interactive 3-dimensional 
STM visualisation is also introduced in this chapter. 
Experiments into the surface structure of SrTiO3 have produced some interesting results. 
The simplest of the surface terminations, that of the (1 x 1) surfaces, has yet to be imaged 
experimentally. This is a curious result that presently has two possible explanations, either 
that the surfaces are too electronically flat to be successfully imaged, or that they are simply 
unstable in a high vacuum environment. The former shall be addressed within this work 
in chapter 5, and an explanation of the later and the possible method for analysis shall be 
presented in chapter 8. Also within this work will be graphical representations of all of the 
surfaces that we shall study. 
This study will initially focus in chapter 5 on the (1 x 1) and (2 x 1) surfaces previously 
proposed in the literature. There has been extensive work carried out on these surfaces, 
which allows for a good comparison to be made between the results of this work with those 
already published. This will allow for extensive analysis of our methods, so that in future we 
can move forward to work on more complex systems with a high degree of confidence. New 
proposals for (2x1) reconstructions are also presented here, with the motivation behind 
each outlined. Surface energy calculations are performed for each surface across a range 
of temperatures and pressures, and simulated STM images are then presented. Within this 
chapter are energy calculations and simulated STM images for the ('/2- x /)R-45° DL-Ti02 
surface reconstruction, a recent proposal by Liborio [191. 
Chapter 6 focusses on the (2x 1) adatom model proposed by Kubo and Nozoye. Their 
'S. D. Kenny, Dept. of Mathematical Sciences, Loughborough University 
2A. P. Horsfield, Department of Materials, Imperial College London 
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work is expanded to include both Ti and Sr adatoms on both Ti02 and SrO terminated 
surfaces. This is further extended to consider three different adatom positions for each case. 
Surface energy calculations and simulated STM images are presented, and the most likely 
candidates are selected and compared to the surfaces in chapter 5 and experimental work. 
Special attention should be paid to the (2x1) Ti adatom at site 1 on the SrO terminated 
surface which has shown to be the stand out result in terms of surface energy calculations, 
and also proves to be a very good match to the experimental STM imagery. 
Some of the additional adatom reconstructions proposed by Kubo and Nozoye are studied 
in chapter 7. Again their work is extended, however here only the suggested Sr adatom 
on Ti02 and the equivalent Ti adatom on SrO are considered. Surface energies are then 
calculated, and graphs are presented to show how these new energies compare with those 
previously studied. Simulated STM images are then shown and compared with those gained 
experimentally, and the displacement of atoms during relaxation is shown and compared 
with that calculated in [5]. 
Finally in chapter 8, final conclusions are drawn over which of the studied reconstruc- 
tions are the most energetically favourable and which produce a simulated STM image that 
corresponds to those gained experimentally. Proposals are then made to further this work 
to give a more complete picture of SrTiO3. 
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Chapter 2 
SrTiO3 surface studies 
2.1 SrTiO3 
Strontium Titanate (SrTiO3) has a cubic perovskite structure with a lattice parameter of 
3.905 Ä. Its unit cell is composed of distinct layers of SrO and Ti02, with Ti situated at the 
cube corners, 0 at the cube edges and Sr in the centre of the cube, as illustrated in figure 
2.1. In this image, and all following images of SrTiO3, the grey spheres represent the Sr 
atoms, the blue spheres the Ti atoms and the red spheres the 0 atoms. Classically SrTiO3 
is considered to be composed of Sr2+, Ti4+ and 02- ions. 
The main interest in studying SrTi03 surfaces comes from its extensive use as a substrate 
in the growth of high T, superconducting thin films. It has also been suggested as a candidate 
for a crystalline gate dielectric in silicon based devices. However, currently the atomic 
structure of the surface reconstructions are only poorly understood. 
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Figure 2.1: The unit cell of SrTiO3. The grey sphere represents Sr, the blue spheres represent, 
Ti ions and the reel spheres represent 0. 
2.2 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy 
Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy (STNI) wens dlevclope(l l)y Binnig and Rohrer in 1981 [20], 
, Lill first implemented by Binnig, Rohrer, Gerber and Weibel [21,22]. Binnig and Rohrer 
receivecl the Nobel Prize for physics just five years after building their first STlNI. Figure 
2.2 shows the basic layout, of an STMT. which consists of a probe tip, usually made of W 
or a Pt-Ir alloy, and three mutually perpendicular piezoelectric transducers. By applying 
a sawtooth voltage to the x-piezo and a voltage ramp to the , y-piezo, 
the tip can be made 
to scan over the xy plane. STNI gave for the first time images of inclividual atones on the 
surfaces of inateriails. 
It, is a non-intrusive technique used to determine the surface structure of solids. STNI is 
not a technique for examining il I)hYsic ll 111,11) of the surf(lce. but lather the surface electronic 
structure. It. offers the possibility of direct, real-sl)ace determination of surface structures in 
three dimensions, including non-Delimit systcI is. 'l he real usefulness of STM1 stems from the 
fact that, it is not just, one dimensional but, is instead sensitive to the full three-dimensional 
structure of the surface. 
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Data processing 
and display 
Figure 2.2: A simplified ino(lel of the STM by Michael Schmid, TU \Vien [23]. 
There are two types of modes in which an ST\1 can operate in. constant curretlt an(l 
constant, height. In both cases the tip is brought close enough to the ,, III-face of the substance 
that the vacllllln tunneling resistance between tip and surface is both finite and pleasurable. 
The tip and substrate never physically touch, but, get, to a point, where it is possible for 
electrons to tunnel through the vacuum between them, resulting in a current in the system. 
A voltage, or bias, is nee(lecl to create this current between the tip and surface. The resulting 
current, call then either tunnel from the tip to the surface, this occurs with a positive bias, 
or from the surface to the tip, in the case of a negative bias. The tip then scans in two 
(11Inensions, usually x aIl(1 y as III figure 2.2. In constant current STM. the height, of the 
tip a(ljust's to Inailltain a constant current. It is this height of the tip which is measured 
and mapped, with respect, to the position, that. gives the surface electronic structure. In 
constant height, STNI, the tip remains at the sanie distance from the surface throughout. 
and the Value of the current with respect, to position is Ineasure(l. The result is essentially a 
contOI11' IIIHJ) of the electronic surface of the substance. Within STNI, the tunneling current 
is expollellt ially dependent on the height, with a lA change typically giving a factor of tell 
difference in the tunneling current. It is this sensitivity to the current that allows for a good 
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atomic resolution. This means that the tip can be expected to follow the surface height to 
0.1 A or better. All work presented here will be based on constant current mode STM as 
this is by far the most common mode of operation. 
2.3 SrTiO3 (100) Surface Reconstructions 
Previous studies on SrTiO3 suggest that a (1x1) surface is the most energetically favourable 
and yet these surfaces have not been successfully imaged experimentally. Currently there 
are two suggestions as to why this may be. Firstly, it has been proposed that the (1x1) 
reconstructions are too electronically flat for a STM tip to image any distinct surface features. 
By producing simulated STM images of these cases it is hoped that it can be seen whether 
or not this is true. Secondly, in preparing SrTiO3 for STM imaging, it is annealed within a 
UHV environment. It has been proposed that the surfaces are susceptible to oxygen defects 
in this case. 
Previous studies have shown that a number of surface reconstructions are more energet- 
ically favourable than a surface with an oxygen vacancy. It is suggested that a surface with 
an oxygen vacancy will reconstruct to a (2x1) reconstruction, and this local (2x1) ordering 
causes further oxygen vacancies to occur, spreading this (2x1) reconstruction throughout the 
surface. It is hoped that via simulation of these (2x1) surfaces, suitable candidates can be 
identified through a combination of relative stability and simulated imagery. 
In its stoichiometric form, SrTiO3 is an insulator, with a band gap of 3.2eV. This band 
gap will not allow the necessary current to tunnel between the STM tip and the surface, so a 
dopant is required to add conduction states. Experimentally, Nb5+ is used as a substitutional 
dopant for Ti, adding the required states within the band gap and allowing successful imaging 
to occur. However, it is not yet clear how this affects the surface and the resultant imagery. 
Additional to this, the interpretation of atomic resolution STM can be very difficult as it 
is not clear whether what can be seen is purely a result of the electronic structure, or if 
the surface topology is affecting the results. By simulating the surfaces we can see a much 
clearer picture of both the surface electronic structure and the underlying topology. 
SrTiO3 is a substance that has constant new proposals for its surface structure. The tra- 
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ditional surface reconstructions have been well studied both experimentally and theoretically. 
However, with many new surfaces being proposed it is a substance that still requires a great 
deal of study. The most well studied surface reconstruction are the (1x1) surfaces. There 
are only two possible charge neutral (1x1) reconstructions, a Ti02 terminated surface and 
a SrO terminated surface, as can be seen in figures 2.3 and 2.4 respectively. Theoretically, 
these are the surfaces that we would expect to obtain at atmospheric pressure, as these have 
been shown to be the most energetically stable. However, to date, neither of these surfaces 
have been successfully imaged in an STM. Martin Castell [3] reports that images showed a 
rough surface morphology with no distinct terrace formation, and that no atomic resolution 
images can be obtained from these surfaces, even though the same samples showed crisp 
(1x1) LEED patterns. He then suggests that this could be down to aC contamination, 
which would require an anneal temperature of 570°C to remove, increasing the chances that 
an 0 defect would occur. 
(a) Top View (b) Side View 
Figure 2.3: The (1x1) Sr0 surface reconstruction. The small circles in the top down view 
represent atoms in the layer below the surface. 
In order to compare results it is necessary to calculate the atomic displacement, SY, the 
change in interlayer distance between two adjacent slabs, Od;, j, and the amplitude of the 
riunpling of each layer 'r/j. We denote the change in z-position of an atom as 6, (. 11) and 
Sz (0) for a metal and oxygen respectively. The change in interlayer distance is the difference 
of averaged atomic displacements between two layers 1 and j and is defined as 
Od, j =5 (Ai) - öz(11h). (2.1) 
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ýt, 
(a) Top View (b) Side View 
Figure 2.4: The (1x1) Ti02 surface reconstruction. The small circles in the top down view 
represent atoms in the layer below the surface. 
Layer rumpling is the amplitude of these displacements, and is defined as 
1ui = 6z(02) - Sz(Ali). (2.2) 
In the case of multiple metal or oxygen atoms in a layer, this value 6, (M) or 6, (0) is taken 
a~s the average of the atoms. In each case a positive value represents a displacement towards 
the vacuum. 
There have been a number of experimental studies on the (Ixl) structure of SI'TiO: 3(001). 
Tables 2.1 and 2.2 show results for the Ti02 and SrO terminations respectively. Bickel et 
al. [7] used low-energy electron (liffraction (LEED) to study the (1 x 1) terminated surfaces 
of SrTiO: i. Their s unple was prepared by Argon-ion sputtering at 550 K and 0.2 Pa for 1 
hour, with ýi current of 10 1i, A, followed by annealing at 900 K. This sputtering annealing 
cycle was repeated several times before a final flash to 1400 K with subsequent, cycles of 
annealing in Hydrogen and Oxygen. They varied the interlayer (lista. nee5 d12 and d23 to find 
a, best, fit model, giving t, helll 588 trial structures for each termination. Combining each 
structure of one termination with each structure of the other meant, a total of about 
3.5x 105 
R-factor calculations. They calctllate(1 a lattice constant of 3.82 f 0.15 A, which compares 
favourably with the widely accepted value of 3.905 A. Using the Pendrv R factor [24] as 
a qualitive analysis of their results they performed trial calctlla. tiolh on each of the (1x1) 
reconstruct lolls. giving it hest R factor above 0.63. Performing the calculation assuming a 1: 1 
mixture of both terminations gave a niiniIIIlln1 R factor of 0.529. This value is acceptable. but 
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it suggests that the structures examined can be refined by additional structural variations. 
The authors noted that the reconstruction may also extend to layers below the surface and 
that the assumed 1: 1 mixture is only an approximation. 
Ikeda et al. [11] and Nisimura et al. [25] investigated the Ti02 terminated surface 
reconstrucion using medium energy ion scattering (MEIS) and reflection high energy electron 
diffraction (RHEED). Their substrate was prepared by chemical etching using a NH4F-HF 
buffer solution (pH 3.5-3.8) to remove SrO terminations, gaining 88 ±2% Ti02 surface 
coverage. They observed that this coverage remained constant at temperatures from room 
temperature to 710 °C whilst annealing in 02. However, after UHV annealing at 710 °C 
for 1 hour, they found this coverage decreased to 82-83 %, suggesting that the Sr-0 bond is 
more stable against UHV annealing. The authors noted oxygen vacancies created at random 
sites of the Ti02 termination, with a rearrangement of atomic configuration to minimise the 
surface energy resulting in a (2x2) ordered structure. 
Charlton et al. [12] used room-temperature X-ray diffraction (SXRD) to investigate 
the surface relaxation of SrTiO3. Like Bickel et al. [7] they prepared their samples with 
repeated cycles of Ar+ sputtering and annealing to 900 K. A final anneal at 900 K in 10-6 
mbar 02 to prevent formation of the (2x2) phase noted by Bickel et at. [7]. They fitted 
their experimental data to theory using a total of 19 fitting parameters, including 10 vertical 
atomic displacements. The authors found their best fit came with a surface coverage that 
was 22 % SrO and 78 % Ti02. 
Hikita et at. [9] used reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) to study the 
two (1x1) terminations of SrTiO3. Their sample was cleaned by a Bi deposition/ desorption 
cleaning method, and then oxidation was carried out with NO2 at a pressure of 10-4 Pa 
at 673 K for 1 hour. This resulted in the (1x1) Ti02 terminated surface. The (1x1) SrO 
termination was then gained from this by depositing a monolayer of SrO onto the Ti02 
terminations. These terminations were optimised by altering the interlayer distance to gain 
the smallest R-factors. They gained as best results for the Ti02 and SrO terminations an 
R-factor of 0.26 and 0.28 respectively. 
These studies seem to indicate that a (1x1) terminated surface will contain a mixture of 
Ti02 and SrO terminations. 
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LEED RHEED MEIS SXRD 
Ref [7] [9] [11] [12] 
Atomic Displacements (A) 
Sz(Til) --0.02 f 0.01 0.00 f 0.03 
Sz (Ol) --0.08 f 0.01 -0.50 f 0.30 
5z (Sr2) --- -0.01 10.01 
M02) --- 0.20 f 0.10 
Surface Rumpling (A) 
rll 0.08±0.08 0.10 0.06 ± 0.02 -0.50±0.33 
, 7i(%) 4±4 5.1 3.1 ± 1.0 -26±17 
772 - - - 0.21±0.11 
772(%) - - - 11 f6 
Change in interlayer spacing 
Ad12 0.04 ± 0.04 0.07 0.02±0.01 0.01±0.04 
Od12(%) 2±2 3.6 1f 0.5 0.5±2.0 
ßd23 -0.04 ± 0.04 0.05 - - 
Od23(%) -2 ±2 2.6 - - 
Table 2.1: Experimental atomic displacements, surface rumpling and change in interlayer 
spacing for the (1x1) Ti02 terminated surface. Positive displacements indicate a displace- 
ment towards the vacuum. 
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The results for the (1x1) Ti02 terminated surface suggest very little atomic displacement 
for the surface layer metal, with a much larger displacement for surface oxygens. However, 
the oxygen shows displacement both towards the bulk and towards the vacuum. 
Again, 
where results are present, it can be seen that this pattern repeats in the second 
layer, with 
a much larger displacement of oxygen. The results gained from LEED 
[7], RHEED [9] and 
MEIS [11] all show excellent agreement for rumpling of the surface layer, with the results 
from SXRD [12] showing a much larger and negative rumpling. All of the results show good 
agreement of the interlayer distance Od12, with all showing a tendency for the first two 
layers 
to move apart. The results of Bickel et at. [7] showed that the first SrO layer and second 
Ti02 layer are' actually closer together than their ideal lattice positions. 
In contrast with the Ti02 termination, the metal in the surface layer undergoes a much 
larger displacement in the (1x1) SrO termination, here showing movement towards the bulk. 
Good agreement can be seen for the results of LEED [7] and RHEED [9] for the surface 
rumpling, with SXRD [12] again showing much more surface rumpling. The results for the 
interlayer distances are very varied, with the results from LEED [7] and SXRD [12] both 
showing the first two layers closer together, but by much different magnitudes. LEED 
[7] 
and RHEED [9] show agreement for the second and third layers, with both predicting that 
these layers will be further apart than their ideal positions, but SXRD [12] shows that they 
will be much closer together. 
There have been a number of different theoretical methods employed to study SrTiO3(001), 
and in particular the (1x1) surface reconstructions. Tables 2.3 and 2.4 show the results of 
the methods outlined below. 
The results from Padilla and Vanderbilt [26] were obtained using a plane wave basis and 
the LDA in conjunction with ultrasoft psuedopotentials. As in the work presented here they 
have used seven atomic layers, but with three vacuum layers. They reported the biggest 
displacement for the metal atom situated in the surface layer in both cases, with the Ti 
moving a distance of 0.131lß and the Sr atom moving 0.220A, both inwards towards the 
bulk. 
Cheng et al. [271 used CASTEP to also perform plane-wave pseudopotential (PWP) 
calculations. They used eleven atomic layers and four vacuum layers. Their results differ 
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LEED RHEED SXRD 
Ref [71 [9] [12] 
Atomic Displacements (A) 
6, (Srl) -- -0.25 ± 0.07 
Z(Ol) -- 0.3 f 0.4 
6, z(Ti2) -- -0.24 ± 0.07 
bz (02) -- -0.4 ± 0.7 
Surface Rumpling (A) 
771 0.16 ± 0.08 0.16 0.55 ± 0.47 
771(%) 8±4 8.2 28.2 ± 24.1 
12 - - -0.16 f 0.77 
772M - - -8.2 f 39.4 
Change in interlayer spacing 
Od12 -0.20 f 0.04 0.1 -0.01 ± 0.14 
Od12(%) -10±2 5.1 -0.51±7.2 
Od23 0.08 f 0.04 0.05 -0.26 f 0.11 
Ad23(%) 4f2 2.6 -13.3 f 5.6 
Table 2.2: Experimental atomic displacements, surface rumpling and change in interlayer 
spacing for the (1x1) SrO terminated surface. Positive displacements indicate a displacement 
towards the vacuum. 
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slightly from that of Vanderbilt [26], with the authors suggesting that this was 
due to the 
use of different pseudopotentials. However, the trend observed is the same as that observed 
by Padilla and Vanderbilt, with the metal atom in the surface layer of each type moving 
towards the bulk. The main difference is in the Sr atom in the second layer of the Ti02 
termination, which shows the biggest displacement at 0.181, although it again is moving 
towards the vacuum. 
Liborio et al. [19] and Zhang et al. [28] utilised SIESTA, which is a pseudopotential code 
employing a basis of localised atomic orbitals and the LDA. They both used cells consisting 
of seven atomic layers. Both sets of results show good agreement with each other, and show 
the same trends as for the plane-wave pseudopotential cases, except in the third layer of the 
SrO termination where Zhang et al. showed both metal and oxygen to be moving towards 
the vacuum, where previously they had both been shown to be moving towards the bulk. 
Johnston et al. [17], [29], used the full-potential linear combination of muffin-tin orbitals 
(FP-LMTO), a DFT methodology utilising the LDA, and again used seven atomic layers with 
three vacuum layers. The main difference arising from this technique is in the oxygen atoms 
in the first two layers of the SrO termination. FP-LMTO shows an inwards displacement, 
where an outwards displacement is shown in both the PWP and SIESTA cases. 
Theoretical work on the Ti02 terminated surface predicts a displacement towards the 
bulk of the surface atoms, with the underlying Sr atom showing a tendency to move towards 
the vacuum. This is in contrast to the experimental work, where both the Ti and 0 atoms 
are shown to move towards the vacuum. Larger magnitude displacements are also reported 
in the theoretical work than have been shown experimentally. However, the surface rumpling 
shows excellent agreement with that shown experimentally for the surface layer, although 
the change in interlayer spacing is shown to be much larger here than in table 2.1. 
The results for the SrO terminated surface predict a large displacement towards the bulk 
for the surface Sr atom, and this is also shown to be the case in table 2.2. However, the results 
for the second layer show opposite trends, with theory predicting a displacement towards 
the vacuum and experimental work showing a contraction back into the bulk. Again good 
agreement can be seen in the surface rumpling, and the change in interlayer spacing matches 
very well with the results from LEED [7]. 
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PWP SIESTA FP-LMTO 
Ref [26] [27] [19] [28] [29] 
Atomic Displacements (A) 
6, z(Ti1) -0.131 -0.07 -0.09 -0.1 -0.1241 
6z (Ol) -0.062 -0.01 -0.02 -0.04 -0.0689 
6 (Sr2) 0.097 0.18 0.15 0.18 0.0906 
5z(02) -0.019 0.03 0.04 0.06 -0.0235 
6 (Ti3) -0.027 -0.01 -- -0.0247 
6z (03) -0.019 0.01 -- -0.0204 
&Z(Sr4) - 0.04 -- - 
bz(O4) - 0.01 -- - 
Surface Rumpling (A) 
rll 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.0552 
r/2 -0.116 -0.15 -0.1 -0.12 -0.1141 
773 0.008 0.016 -- 0.0043 
774 - -0.026 -- - 
Change in interlayer spacing 
Ad12 -0.228 -0.25 -0.3 -0.28 -0.2147 
Ad23 0.12 0.19 0.27 - 0.1153 
Od34 - -0.05 -- - 
Table 2.3: Theoretical atomic displacements, surface rumpling and change in interlayer spac- 
ing for the (1x1) TiO2 terminated surface. Positive displacements indicate a displacement 
towards the vacuum. 
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PWP SIESTA FP-LMTO 
Ref [26] [27] [19] [28] [29] 
Atomic Displacements (tk) 
6, z(Srl) -0.220 -0.26 -0.2 -0.17 -0.231 
MOO 0.004 0.04 0.03 0.02 -0.012 
SZ(Ti2) 0.046 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.025 
bz(O2) 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.018 
6z(Sr3) -0.046 -0.06 - 0.03 -0.047 
6z (03) -0.004 0.01 - 0.06 -0.010 
&(Ti4) - 0.01 -- - 
5z (C4) - 0.00 -- - 
Surface Rumpling (A) 
rli 0.224 0.30 0.23 0.19 0.219 
172 -0.046 -0.06 -0.02 -0.04 -0.043 
173 0.042 0.07 - 0.03 0.037 
174 - -0.01 -- - 
Change in interlayer spacing 
Ad12 -0.26 -0.33 -0.24 -0.22 -0.256 
Ad23 0.10 0.14 0.06 0.02 0.072 
Ad34 - -0.08 -- - 
Table 2.4: Theoretical atomic displacements, surface rumpling and change in interlayer 
spacing for the (1x1) SrO terminated surface. Positive displacements indicate a displacement 
towards the vacuum. 
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The next surface reconstructions to be considered are the (2x1) reconstructions. These 
reconstructions have been shown to arise when annealing the samples in UHV between 
600°C to 800°C. These surfaces have been successfully imaged experimentally, but the images 
gained are not of sufficient detail to reveal the surface topology underneath. Only the general 
pattern, one of distinct rows, can be determined. Figure 2.5 shows an experimental image 
of a (2x1) reconstructed surface generated by Castell [3], and it can be seen that the bright 
spots of the peaks are much bigger than the dark troughs between them. Through discussions 
with M. Castell, it was noted that the experimental images he produced showed peaks that 
were twice the width of the troughs between them. Again, it is difficult to say whether 
this is purely due to the surface electronic structure, or if this is the result of the surface 
topology. Through LEED patterns he determined a single cell periodicity along the rows, 
and noted that step heights of 0.4 nm, which correspond to the bulk unit cell height of 0.39 
nm, were always observed meaning that mixed Ti02 and SrO terminations do not apply to 
(2x1) terminations. It is of interest to note that a combination of (2x1) and (1x2) patterns 
were actually formed by the experiment that obtained this picture, but they are not seen 
on the same image. This suggests that the areas of each reconstruction are at least 50nm, 
as this is the largest area that can be imaged by STM whilst still maintaining the atomic 
resolution. SrO terminations have not generally been considered in these surfaces as most 
experimental data suggests a Ti rich termination. 
Castell [3] proposed two (2x1) reconstructions, one with a surface stoichiometry of Ti02 
and the other Ti203. He states that is is not possible from a qualitative interpretation alone 
to determine which of these surfaces best matches his simulated image, but using the fact 
that Ti02 has Ti4+ ions and Ti203 has Ti3+ ions, an electronic structure technique should 
be able to distinguish between the two surfaces. He noted that ultraviolet-photoelectron 
spectroscopy (UPS) studies on the surface showed a high concentration of surface states 
that were assigned to 0 surface defects, and that this would suggest the presence of Ti3+ 
ions, but that it is still unclear whether this is due to the (2x1) Ti203 termination or random 
0 defects in the (2x1) Ti02 termination. 
To gain the (2x1) Ti02 surface from a (1x1) reconstruction it is necessary to remove 
every second [0101 row of Ti ions, remove half the 0 ions, and place the remaining 0 ions 
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[01 0] R ,/ [100] 5 nm 
Figure 2.5: An experimental (2x1) image generated by Castell [3]. The bright spots represent 
peaks on the surface, and the black spots show troughs. 
on top of second layer Sr ions, as shown in fig. 2.6 
(a) Top View 
-wý " 
000 
Amh 0 
(h) Side View 
Figure 2.6: (2x1) Ti02/A surface reconstruction. The small circles in the top down view 
represent atoms in the layer below the surface. 
Recently Liborio [19] proposed a, second surface with (2x1) Ti02 stoichioinetry. He noted 
that. whilst performing atomistic relaxations on the (2x1) Ti02 reconstruction seen in figure 
2.6, the relaxation process led him to the surface geometry shown in figure 2.7, here labelled 
(2x1) Ti02/B. 
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(a) Top View 
000 
" 
(b) Side View 
Figure 2.7: (2x1) Ti02/B surface reconstruction. The small circles in the top down view 
represent atoms in the layer below the surface. 
Castell's [31 second (2x1) reconstruction is created from a (lxl) reconstruction by remov- 
ing a [0101 row of 0 ions at two unit cell spacings, giving a Ti203 3 stoichioinetry, as seen in 
figure 2.8 
"4 
000 
" 
(a) Top View (b) Side View 
Figure 2.8: A 2x1 Ti2O: Surfase reconstruction. The small circles in the top clown view 
represent atoniti in the layer below the surface. 
The next, reconstruction was proposed by Erdman et al. [13]. The surface has a double 
layer Ti02 ternlination, so it will be referred to as the (2x1) DL-Ti02 surface. This surface 
is interesting because the upper layer of Ti02 does not have the same construction as that, 
of the layer below. The Ti and O atoms form distinct zig-zag patterns. which Erdelan et, al. 
[13] have successfully ilnage(l u sing high resolution electron microscopy. Upon analysis of 
the surface structure. they were able to cleterlnine the surface Ti and 0 positions. amid then 
performed DFT calculations to refine this model further. The surface structure of this can 
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be seen in figure 2.9. 
(a) Top View 
000 
40 
000 
(b) Side View 
Figure 2.9: A 2x1 DL-Ti02 surface reconstruction. The small circles in the top down view 
represent atoms in the layer below the surface. 
The final (2x1) reconstructions were driven by the results of atomic relaxations carried 
out in chapter 6. Results suggested a possible TiO termination, but this is not an idea 
that has had misch study. So the following surfaces will be studied here, they all have TiO 
stoichiometry. but with different, symmetry. These surfaces can be seen in figures 2.10-2.13. 
0" 
(a) Top View 
000 
(b) Side View 
Figure 2.10: (2x1) TiO/A surface reconstruction. The small circles in the top down view 
represent atoms in the layer below the surface. 
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(a) Top View (b) Side View 
Figure 2.11: (2x1) TiO/B surface reconstruction. The small circles in the top down view 
represent atoms in the layer below the surface. 
S at, 2 
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(a) Top View (h) Side View 
Figure 2.12: (2x1) TiO/C surface reconstruction. The small circles in the top clown view 
represent Ito"", in the layer below the surface. 
0 
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0; 0 
(a) Top View (b) Side View 
Figure 2.13: (2x1) TiO/D surface reconstruction. The small circles in the top clown view 
represent, atoms in the layer below the surface. 
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The most recently proposed surfaces, introduced by Kubo and Nozoye [6], involve Sr 
adatoms situated on a (1x1) Ti02 terminated surface. Initially, they proposed a (-, /5 x 
\)-R26.6° surface reconstruction [5], which they studied using noncontact atomic force 
microscopy (NC-AFM). They generated images which clearly show distinct (/ x v)-R26.6 
surface reconstructions. They then extended this work to show (2x1), c(2x2), 2x2, c(4x2), 
two kinds of c(4x4), 4x4, (V5- x V)-R26.6° and (vý13 x V"I-3)-R33.7° surfaces using ab-initio 
total-energy calculations, as can be seen in figure 2.14. They discovered that the Sr adatom 
model explains the experimental results very well when the adatom is situated at the oxygen 
fourfold sites of the underlying Ti02 layer. These surfaces were then studied by Liborio 
[18] who showed the relative energetic stability of each surface via total energy calculations, 
and also produced a surface phase diagram. The theory behind these surfaces is that the Sr 
adatom donates its outermost 5s electrons to the surface, lowering the conduction band. 
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Figure 2.1 3: The surface phase diagram as proposed by Kubo and Nozoye [5]. Pictures (a)- 
(e) show STM images, (f)-(k) show the proposed Sr adat, om models and (1)-(n) are models 
used to explain the structural phase transition. 
The suggested model for a, (2x1) adatoin is one of Sr atoms situated at the fourfold 0 
site of the underlying T102 layer. However, we have identified three possible sites for the 
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adatom to be situated. It is also useful for completeness to examine Ti adatoms on SrO, Ti 
adatorns on Ti and Sr adatoms on SrO. These sites are illustrated in figure 2.15 where the 
adatom is to be placed on a SrO layer and in figure 2.16 where the adatom is to be placed 
on a Ti02 layer. 
Mao 
00. 
00 
000 
(a) Top View (b) Side View 
Figure 2.15: (2x1) adatom sites on a SrO reconstructed surface. The small circles in the 
top clown view represent atoms in the laver below the surface. Adatoin placement sites are 
labelled 1-3, with the same sites used for both Ti and Sr adatoms. 
The final surface reconstruction to be investigated was first proposed by Liborio [19], 
and again involves a double layer Ti02 reconstruction. He proposed a (f x f)-R45° 
reconstruction with Ti02 stoichionietry, where the Ti atoms are arranged in diagonal rows, 
as can be seen in figure 2.17. Liborio [19] noted that, whilst, this surface reconstruction proved 
to be energetically stable, the simulated STM image produced a very different pattern to 
the physical surface geometry. 
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(a) Top View (b) Side View 
Figure 2.16: (2x1) adatom sites on a Ti02 reconstructed surface. The small circles in the 
top down view represent atoms in the layer below the surface. Adatom placement sites are 
labelled 1-3, with the same sites used for both Ti and Sr adatonis. 
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Figure 2.17: Top clown view of the (/ x /)-R45° DL-Ti02 dace reconstruction. The 
small circles represent atoitis in the layer below the surface. 
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Chapter 3 
Calculations with PLATO 
3.1 Density Functional Theory 
3.1.1 Schrödinger's equation 
Quantum theory is based upon Schrödinger's equation, of which the time-independent form 
is: 
HAY=E%P (3.1) 
This is a many body problem in which electrons are treated as wave-like particles whose 
nature is represented by a set of wave-functions. The problem with this equation is that 
it can not be solved exactly for more than the 2 body problem, meaning it can only be 
solved exactly for Hydrogenic like ions. We have to use an approximation method to solve 
Schrödinger's equation for molecular systems, and one such method is density functional 
theory. 
In 1964, Hohenberg and Kohn [301 produced the theorem on which density functional 
theory (DFT) is based. They showed that there exists within the ground state a one to one 
mapping from the electron density to the wavefunction of a many particle system, and that 
this mapping can he reversed. The expectation value of any operator is a unique functional 
of the ground state charge density. 
ýý) _0 [Po] (3.2) 
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So that given a density p (r) we can gain a uniquely determined H. Consider 
HT +Vext+V 
E[Po] = FHK[Po] +I VextPo dr (3.5) 
where T is the kinetic energy, Vext is the external potential and V is the electron-electron 
interaction. Applying the theorem of Hohenberg-Kohn to the energy operator H gives 
E [Po] = (xPo (Po) IT + Veit + VI o (Po)). (3.4) 
This can be rewritten as 
where FHK is the same for all electron-electron systems, and can be written as 
FHK[Po] _ ('W (Po) IT+VI' (Po)) " 
(3.6) 
(3.3) 
By doing this we convert the system from one of finding many body wave functions of 3N 
variables to a system containing just three variables. Hohenberg and Kohn's second theorem 
showed that the total electronic energy of the system is minimised by the ground state 
density po. 
E [p] ?E (Po] (3.7) 
where E[p] is the energy functional. Thus E0, the ground state energy, can be found by 
varying p to minimise E[p]. 
The theorems proposed by Hohenberg and Kohn only stated that this mapping exists, 
and it was Kohn and Sham [31] that then provided what has become the most common 
implementation of this theory in 1965, known as the Kohn-Sham equations. 
What we need to know is how to approximate E[p]. If we consider a system of non 
interacting electrons with charge density p(r), this system is described by the Hamiltonian 
HKS =T+ VKs 
The Hohenberg-Kohn theorem now states that 
(3.8) 
Exs[P} = Tj s[P1 +f VKS(r)p(r)dr (3.9) 
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Which has the exact wavefunction 
`ý = 
A[4'l(rl)'b2(r2)... V)N(rN)] (3.10) 
which is a single Slater determinant. Now by writing p (r) in terms of some trial single 
particle wavefunctions V)t 
p (r) _ 1,0i (r) 12 (3.11) 
Then by application of the variational principle combined with norm conversion we can write 
2 f-2 
V2 + VKs (r) ? Pi (r) = EtiVi (r) (3.12) 
Where VKS is defined to be 
VKs = VKs[P] = Vext + VH[P] + V5e[P] (3.13 
Veit is the external potential, or the Coulomb potential due to the ionic cores, VH is the 
Hartree potential which is the classical potential due to the electrons and Vom, is the Exchange 
Correlation potential, which is defined to be 
V. =a Ex (3.14) c 
ýPj 
19P 
So the Kohn-Sham equations now read 
a 
- V2 + VKS + V11 + Vxc i (r) = EiV)i (3.15) 2m 
I 
This is formally an exact description of the ground state of the many electron system. 
3.1.2 LDA 
We do not know the exact form of E--, [p], so we have to take an approximation to it. There 
are a number of well known approximations, and the one that we shall use is the Local 
Density Approximation (LDA). We perform exact many electron calculations in a system of 
interacting electrons with constant p. Hence we can calculate e. ', (p), which is the exchange- 
correlation energy density in this system. The LDA makes the assumption that 
E+LDA [P] =fp (r) eý, c ý 
(p (r)) dr (3.16) 
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Within the LDA we divide space into small elements and assume that the exchange-correlation 
energy contribution in each of these elements is the same as in a homogeneous electron gas 
with the same p. The exchange-correlation energy functional within the LDA is assumed to 
be purely local, and we get a single well defined global minimum for the energy when dealing 
with a non-spin polarised system of electrons. 
3.1.3 Pseudopotentials 
The valence electrons play a more important role in the bonding of solids than the tightly 
bound core electrons. We can make use of this fact by introducing pseudopotentials to 
represent the potential within the core region. In an atom we have spherical symmetry, and 
so can write 
where 
HKS'Jl, m = Eigll, m, (3.17 
qfi, m = 
Ul 
Y, m(0,0). (3.18) r 
U1 is the solution of the radial Schrödinger equation. We replace U1 within r, with a smooth 
nodeless function that can be chosen to be optimally smooth to gain a semilocal pseudopo- 
tential. 
Imax 
VP3 =V 0(r) +E 6V pt (3.19) 
t=o 
Within this work we use the relativistic separable dual-space Gaussian pseudopotentials 
of Hartwigsen, Goedecker and Rutter [321. Within this formalism the local part of the 
pseudopotential is given by 
-Zi. erf 
r+ 
exp -1 
r2 
r 2rt,,, 2\ rte 
/ \2 
x C1 + C2 
\(rI+ 
C3 r+ Cs r6 (3.20) 
rto, / 
(rte)4 
rte 
where erf denotes the error function. Zia,,, is the total charge minus the charge from the 
valence electrons. The non-local contribution is defined as 
331 
V (r, r') =EEY, +,, 
(r)pz(r)hipi(r)Y, 
m(r) (3.21) 
z=i 7=1 'm=-l 
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Figure 3.1: Diagram illustrating the difference between a pseudopotential and an actual 
potential in the core region within the cutoff radius r, 
w11CI"e Y1, Iri are Spherical 
harmonics, 1, the angular momentum and pi(r) are Gaussians as 
define(1 in [32]. In some atom cases, there is an ambiguous separation of the system into 
a clearly defined core and valence shell. This problem can be overcome by using semi-core 
electrons. Use of semi-core electrons does make simulations more computationally expensive 
as they contain Illore electrons and a 
larger basis set is required to accurately describe the 
localize(1 semi-core wave functions. We utilise semi-core electrons in the cases of Titanium 
and Strontium to give 12 and 10 valence electrons respectively, whereas Oxygen has 6 valence 
electrons. 
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3.1.4 Basis Sets 
Traditionally, basis sets for DFT calculations have been comprised of plane waves. These 
are used because it is possible to obtain complete convergence with respect to the basis set 
in a stable and straightforward manner. Also the atomic forces are cheap to obtain, and 
certain algorithms are able to handle systems of 100 or more non-equivalent atoms. However, 
orthogonalizing the eigenstates results in N3 scaling, and plane waves can be computationally 
expensive in terms of both time and memory when dealing with a large proportion of vacuum, 
a problem especially relevant when dealing with surfaces. To combat this problem we will 
use a real-space localized basis set of numerical, fixed energy atomic type orbitals (331. What 
we have to generate is a set of orbitals that have enough variational freedom. To do this 
we perform a self consistent spherical atomic calculation wherein the orbitals are forced to 
zero at some finite radius. This method is equivalent to confining the atom in an infinite 
spherical well potential. This can be thought of as atoms in a solid being compressed by 
the surrounding atoms. The result of this calculation is orbitals that have a discontinuous 
first derivative at the cutoff radius, r,, leading to undefined kinetic energy integrals. These 
discontinuities are smoothed in such a way as to guarantee that the first two derivatives go 
to zero at r,, thus giving well defined kinetic energy integrals. The smoothing function used 
here is performed over a distance o and is defined as: 
p 
(r 
(3.22) sr ex p (2a2 
The basis sets generated for the work presented here are triple numeric dual polarisation 
(TNDP), which contains 27,28 and 22 basis functions for Strontium, Titanium and Oxygen 
respectively. 
3.1.5 Calculations using PLATO 
Package for Linear Combinations of Atomic Type Orbitals (PLATO) is an ab-initio code 
developed by Kenny and Horsfield in [33]. Based on DFT methodology, it expands Kohn- 
Sham eigenvectors in numeric atomic type orbitals of finite range. Psuedopotentials are 
utilised to represent the electron-ion interactions, where the local part of the pseudopotential 
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is combined with the electrostatic potential due to spherical atomic charge density. This 
produces a short range potential. The pseudopotentials of Hartwigsen, Goedecker and Hutter 
[32] are used throughout this work. Building matrices within this method is linear with the 
number of atoms, compared to plane wave methods which go as (number of atoms)2. The 
memory scales as (number of atoms x number of basis functions)2, and the method can be 
used in conjuction with density matrix schemes to achieve order N scaling. What we want 
to evaluate is 
E0 = fiEi -2f VHa[pl p(r)dr + EE, [p] -fV,, [pl p(r)dr +2E IRZIZRýI 
(3.23) 
Iý1 
where the ei's are the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian 
H=T+ Ve_Ion(r, r') + VHQ[p] + Vzc[p] (3.24) 
and fz is the occupancy of the state i. The Hartree and exchange-correlation potentials are 
given by 
VHa[P] = 
p(r') dr' (3.25a) 
,' 
jr - r'I 
V. C[P] = 
bE.,, [P] 
(3.25b) 
bP 
Eigenstates 1,0z) are found by expanding in terms of atomic like basis functions 10Ja), giving 
I 
iý = Ia 
I ýlaý 
la 
(3.26) 
where I is a site index and a is an orbital index. This allows us to write ft 1,0j) = Ei lOi) as 
(i)1, ) (3.27) Z CIa HI0Ia) = Ei ZC 10 Ici 
Ia Ia 
Now we define the hamiltonian and overlap matrix elements as 
HJ«, Jf =f Ot«(r) tOio(r)dr 
+ff ýr«(r)Ve-ýo,, (r, r)Oiß(r')drdr' 
+f 0r«(r)VEla[P(r)1Oip(r)dr 
+f gr«(r)V [p(r)I ojß(r)dr (3.28a) 
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SJQ, Jß =f Or«(r)&jp(r)dr (3.28b) 
So the problem of finding the eigenstates reduces to solving the generalised eigenvalue prob- 
lem 
Hr«, Jßý! 
jQ 
= Ei E Sra, Jor jo (3.29) 
Jß Jp 
Due to the Hartree potential being linear in density, it can be rewritten: 
VII- [P] _ Vxa [Päi)] + Vxa [OP] (3.30) 
r 
where VHa 
[p( i)] is the Hartree potential associated with the atomic electron density on atom 
1. It is now a case of calculating the Hartree potential at the ground state density and due 
to the change in density. The ground state density term is spherical, and as such can be 
combined with the local part of the pseudopotential to give the neutral atom potential: 
VNq = VHa 
[P(a)l +i lol) (3.31) 
where V1 is the local part of the pseudopotential. The neutral atom potential VNA is species 
dependent, but as we deal with each individual atom term, values of the same species are 
spatially different. This is a short ranged potential, where the range is defined to be the 
cutoff radius of the density. Now what needs to be done is to evaluate the integrals. Certain 
integrals are performed at the start of each calculation, and then interpolated throughout. 
These integrals are the orbital overlap, the kinetic energy, the one and two centre neutral 
atom potential terms, the non-local pseudopotential terms and the neutral ion-ion electro- 
static interaction. We perform rotations using Slater-Koster tables [34], meaning that we 
only need to store the ssa, spa, ppa, pp7r, sda, pda, pd7r, dda, ddir and ddö hopping inte- 
grals. The three-centre terms VNA, VV, and VHQ[Op] are dealt with using a mesh. VNA and 
Va utilise the mesh to perform their respective integrals, and the technique is independent 
of the mesh used. A relatively coarse grid is used for V,,,, and this can be done because 
Vx, varies slowly. V»a[Ap] is calculated differently depending on which mesh is being used 
within a simulation. If a uniform mesh is being used then fast Fourier transforms are used 
to calculate V, j,, [Op], but if the mesh is atom centred then an Ewald summation is used. 
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We then seperately deal with the non-local part of the pseudopotential. This is split into 
two two-centre terms, and this can be done because the non-local pseudopotential is in the 
form 
Yl, m(r)pä(r)hip (r')Y, m(r') 
(3.32) 
which is seperable. The forces in the calculated system are then obtained by simple differ- 
entiation of the total energy of the system. 
3.1.6 Setting up the simulations 
Before we could run any simulations it was necessary to perform calculations to test the 
convergence of the SrTiO3 system as a function of the parameters. This meant performing 
a number of single point energy calculations for different parameters. The first parameter 
that we had to establish whether we were going to use an atom centred grid (ACC) or a 
uniform mesh to perform our calculations. It was decided that an ACG would be better 
suited to these calculations, as it produces a finer mesh near the atoms, but a coarser one in 
the regions between atoms. This gives a better convergence with respect to mesh size than 
the uniform mesh. ACG has three distinct parameters; the number of radial points, the 
number of angular points, and the highest angular momentum component in the expansion 
of the density. We chose to use a Lebedev ACG with parameters of 35,29 and 4 to perform 
our calculations, as this gave the best combination of accuracy and speed. This mesh was 
further optimised by deducing a minimum partition weight, where points with weights below 
this are discarded. We also reduced the number of mesh points near the atomic core, further 
reducing our points. This optimisation led to a reduction of 8000 grid points, and a run 
time of 1700s for a unit cell of SrTiO3i whereas an equivalently accurate uniform mesh 
took 4000s. We then had to choose a suitable k-point sampling, which we took to be 6x 
6x1 for the (1x1) terminations as this gives good convergence. In creating the cell, we 
have to specify the amount of vacuum region, we have chosen a thickness equivalent to 9 
atomic layers. The substrate was taken to be 7 layers thick. Once we had chosen all of our 
parameters we ran single point energy calculations on the unit cell of SrTiO3i for a range 
of lattice parameters roughly : H0% of the experimental value of 3.905A. We fitted these 
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results to iNIurnaghan's equation of state to get a value for the lattice parameter that we will 
use throughout this work. We obtained a lattice constant, of 3.87A, a bulk modulus of 1.95 
MBars, which compares favourably with the experimental value of 1.84 MBars, and energy 
per atom of -54.970 Ry. The graph in fig 3.2 shows the results where the red data, points 
represent the simulations that we ran at different volumes, and the black line is the fit to 
the Murnaghan equation of state generated by our code. 
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Figure 3.2: Binding Energy Curve for bulk SrTiO: showing the total energy versus the lattice 
parameter. 
3.2 Total Energy Calculations 
'rile sVstº'nº vV(' ; ºrº' (lealiººg with has two I)111S('ti, has ; 111(1 solid. Bind three c0111l)onent5. Si-O. 
Ti02 a. ncl O. We choose the chemical potential of Ti02, µ-rro. z, the partial pressure of oxygen, 
p)o2, and the temperature, T, to be our degrees of freedom, and an explanation of why we 
Flo this caii he folilid in [19]. The surface excess free energy is then calculated as 
E(lir, u. z"hcoz"T)= 
1 
2A 
(Eslat)-Epi.,, 
'\'j (3.33) 
where E. y, n is the 
Gibbs free energy of the system, Ni is the number of each component, 
Within the system, and ph, is the chemical potential of component ! per formula unit. A is 
the surface area of the system, acid the factor of it half accounts for there being two surfaces 
in each system. To deal with the non-stoichiolnetric systems in particular, we introduce 
surface excesses. Essentially this is the excess of a particular component on the surface of a 
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system. We define the excess, Fi, of component i with respect to component 
A as 
N! ý. lk 
I'i = Ni - NA NJ Ik) 
(3.34) 
By choosing component A to be SrO we can obtain the surface excesses of Ti02 and 
0, in 
terms of which the surface free energy is 
(Eslab 
2A 
- 
NSrOESrTio3 - ATi02rTiO2 - 2µo2ro) 
(3.35) 
where ESrTiO3 is the Gibbs free energy of a bulk formula unit of SrTiO3. 
3.2.1 Chemical potential of Ti02 
We cannot calculate exactly ATi02 as this depends on the environment in which a particular 
surface is created, but we can put bounds on it. To do this we first need to start by 
defining 
the Gibbs free energy of formation for one unit of bulk SrTiO3 such that 
E° = E° - E° E° f, SrTi03 SrTiO3 Sr0 - Ti02 (3.36) 
where Ef SrTi03 is the formation energy of a unit cell of bulk SrTiO3, ESrTi03, 
ESro, ETio2 are 
the free energies of a unit cell of SrTiO3, SrO and Ti02 respectively, and E f, srTio3 < 0. We 
calculated EI, SrT203 to be -0.1132 Ry which compares favourably to the -0.1094 Ry calculated 
by Johnston et al. [17]. Assuming that the slab is in equilibrium, it can be written that 
ESrTiO3 = iSrO + ATiO2 (3.37) 
and if we neglect temperature dependence and variation of the energy of bulk SrTiO3 due 
to stoichiometry then we can write ESr. Ti03 = E°srTiO3 and now 
E0SrTiO3 
-I SrO + µT%02 (3.38) 
Because we do not know the conditions that any surface is created in, we cannot predict 
either µs, -o or PTi02, but it is known that 
o µTi02 < ETi02 3.39 
and 
P SrO C Esro (3.40 
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Now we can combine these two inequalities with equations 3.36 and 3.38 to gain bounds on 
one of these chemical potentials, which we choose to be iTzo2. 
ETi002 + Ef, SrTiO3 ITiO2 ý E'Ti02 (3.41) 
Therefore at ATi02 = ETi02 the system is in equilibrium with Ti02 and SrTiO3 and at 
ATi02 = ETi02 + Ef', SrTiO3 the system is in equilibrium with SrO and SrTiO3. 
3.2.2 Chemical Potential of Oxygen 
The chemical potential of oxygen is defined in terms of the enthalpy and entropy per molecule 
in the standard state by 
11o2 (1 °02, T °) = h02 - T°s02 (3.42) 
A value for hoe is obtained from the standard enthalpies per molecule of the components in 
an oxide, for which TiO2 is demonstrated, which are related by 
hTi02 = hý't + hö2 + Eo (3.43 
where E, T1o2 is the energy of formation of Ti02, which we have obtained from the NIST 
tables of thermochemical data [35]. The values of h°T o2 and h° 2 
have been calculated through 
the use of PLATO. The value of s°oz also comes directly from tables of thermochemical data. 
In theory it should be irrelevant which oxide is used to calculate µo2, but due to intrinsic 
errors in the calculation process, a variety of oxides have been used. The experimental 
structural data for the oxides used here come from [36,37], with the oxides used being SrO, 
Ti02, MgO and Ag20, and results for these can be seen in table 3.1 and figure 3.3. 
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. 
A1, 
ýOy 
Structure aexp(A) aacalc(A) ccxp(A) ccalc(A) (c/a)e: cp 
(c/a)calc 
Sr FCC 6.085 5.814 -- -- 
SrO Rocksalt, 5.106 5.062 -- -- 
Ti HCP 2.950 2.869 4.686 4.555 1.588 1.588 
Ti02 Rutile 4.594 4.80 2.958 3.079 0.644 0.641 
Mg HCP 3.209 3.122 5.210 5.022 1.624 1.609 
MgO Rocksalt 4.211 4.179 -- -- 
Ag FCC 4.086 4.045 -- -- 
Ag20 Cuprite 4.72 4.693 -- -- 
Table 3.1: Structural parameters for several oxides. exp values are the experimental lattice 
constants shown in [36,37] and calc values are the lattice constants obtained using PLATO. 
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Figure 3.3: itoz calculated for various oxides. The dashed line represents the average of these 
values and is the value of pol used here. 
Now it, is necessary to integrate /1, (ýz to get to the required Eý, c)2 (p, T). Firstly, by applying 
the standard thermodynamic relation to a perfect gas 
01 1 , oz kýT (3.44) 
Op 
IT 
_p 
where k is Boltzinann's constant, we can obtain the well known formula 
/'02(Po2, T) = lioz(po, T) + kTiii 
(P02) 
(3.45) 
p 
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which deals with the pressure dependence in the system. To gain an expression for the 
temperature dependence we use the fact that the Gibbs free energy per mole is equivalent 
to the chemical potential. To make use of this it is necessary to refer to experimental data. 
The experimental enthalpies, entropies and Gibbs free energies per mole have been fitted to 
the following polynomials [351 
H(p°, T) - H(p°, T°) = AT + 
1BT2 
+ 31 
CT3 + 
4DT4 
- 7-E, +F 
(3.46) 
S(p°, T) = Aln(10-3T) + BT + 
1CT2 
+ 
1DT3 
-2+G (3.47) 232 
where the Gibbs free energy per mole is just a combination of the entropy and enthalpy, 
given by G=H- TS, so is 
G(p°, T) = A(T - ln(10-3T)) -1 BT2 - 
1CT3 
-1 DT4 -E+F- GT (3.48) 26 12 2T 
The coefficients for the above expressions are given in the following table: 
Parameter Value Units 
A 26.659 x 10-3 kJ mol-1 K-1 
B 6.137261 x 10-6 kJ mol-1 K-2 
C -1.186521 x 10-9 kJ mol-1 K-3 
D 0.095780 x 10-12 kJ mol-1 K-4 
E -0.219663 x 103 kJ mol-1 K 
F -9.861391 kJ mol-1 
G 237.948 x 10-3 kJ mol-1 K-1 
Thus it is possible to gain a final formula for pot (pot , T) 
Eio2(po2, T) = µ02(p°1 7'0) + G(p°, T) - G(p°, T°) + kT In 
(a) 
(3.49) 
3.3 Model of STM 
To perform a computational simulation of the STM, we have used the Tersoff-Hamann 
model [38). In this model, the surface is treated exactly, while the tip is modelled as a local 
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spherically potential well where it approaches nearest the surface. It is necessary to treat the 
tip in this manner due to the current poor understanding of the actual microscopic geometry 
of the tip, which is prepared in an uncontrolled and non-reproduceable manner. The main 
premise of the model is that the current is proportional to the density in an energy window. 
The definition of density is 
p (r) _ fi1,0i(r)I2 
where fi is the occupancy. To simulate the STM it is necessary to calculate the surface local 
density of states (at E) at the point r 
p(r, E) _ IV)i(r)I2b(Ei - E) 
which is equivalent to the charge per unit energy from states of the surface at E. At constant 
current the tip follows a contour of constant p(r, E). To simulate the experiments it is 
necessary to specify an energy window within which to calculate the density of states. We 
are concerned with the density of states around the Fermi energy, and we want to simulate a 
positive bias, so we have to specify a window of energy which is just above the Fermi energy. 
There are two methods that we use to do this. Firstly, where the system is not metallic we 
treat the lowest unoccupied state as 0V, but where the surface is metallic, we take our value 
of OV to be just above the Fermi energy. This means to simulate a 1V bias we must specify 
an energy window from our assigned zero to 1eV above this state, an example of this can be 
seen in fig 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4: The local density of states for one of our surfaces showing the required energy 
window for STM simulation 
If we wanted to simulate a negative bias, it would be necessary to specify a window with 
the upper bound defined as the highest occupied state. However, we are only interested in 
the positive bias as this is the one that. is used experimentally. This is because SrTiO: t has an 
insulating band gap, and as such a dopant, typically Nb, is substituted for certain Ti atoms 
to add sufficient, states below Ef to lower the band gap and allow tunnelling to occur. It is 
dien necessary to integrate the density of states in the specified energy window. We have 
written a code to do this from Plato wavefunction files. It is then mapped onto a uniform 
grid to allow us to visualise the STNI surface. 
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Chapter 4 
Computational Steering and STM 
Visualisation 
4.1 Steering introduction 
4.1.1 Steering motivation 
To improve the process of performing computer simulations, we have implemented a steerer 
into PLATO that has resulted in a more robust method that performs complete relaxations 
significantly quicker than previously. In performing our simulations there are a number of 
parameters that we need to change in order for our simulations to be successful. The way 
that these parameters have been changed in the past has involved stopping the simulation, 
changing the parameter and then restarting. Whilst this method produces the correct results, 
it is wasteful of time. This is especially relevant on heavily used computer systems, or ones 
with queueing systems in place where stopping a simulation can result in a lot of time spent 
waiting for it to restart. Another problem that we have encountered, especially in our larger 
systems, is where the surface is metallic. These surfaces have proven to be very sensitive to 
any change in parameters. As such, changes have needed to be made in a lot of very small 
increments, something that just would not be practical to do by stopping and restarting the 
simulation. If the change that has been made is too large, or sometimes when the calculations 
just take an unexpected step, the simulation can become unstable to the extent that it will 
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never reach the required tolerance for a self consistent calculation. Without steering this 
would require another stopping of the simulation, but we can now just increase the tolerance 
or change the parameter back to the previous value. Added to this, every time that the 
simulation is restarted the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices have to be rebuilt, and this 
can take a significant amount of time. The method that we will use to steer our simulations 
was developed by the Supercomputing, Visualisation and e-Science group at the University 
of Manchester [39] 
4.1.2 Steering fundamentals 
We have two types of parameters that are of interest when we want to steer a simulation, 
monitored and steered. These parameters are not allocated by the steerer itself, but can be 
chosen to suit any specific simulation by changing the underlying code. Monitored parame- 
ters are the quantities from each simulation that either tell us how well the simulations are 
running or provide useful data that we require in order to successfully steer our simulation. 
For our simulations, the parameters that we want to monitor are: 
" sequence_num - how far into the simulation we are 
" cpu_time_per_step - how long the previous step took in seconds 
" energy - the total energy (Ry) in the system 
" energy change - the difference in energy (Ry) from the previous step 
"F- the force in the system calculated at the end of the last self consistent cycle 
" dtho - the difference in density from the previous step 
" Filled Bands - the total number of filled bands in the calculation 
The steered parameters are those that we want to change whilst the simulation is running, 
either to increase the accuracy of the simulation or reduce the time taken per calculation. 
The following are the parameters that we have chosen to be steerable: 
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9 Steering Interval - how many steps we want to calculate in between communication 
with the steerer 
" Electron Temperature - the temperature (Ry) that the electrons in the system are 
given to smooth the finding of the Fermi level 
9 NLoops - the maximum number of steps we want to allow within a self consistent 
cycle 
9 ResidueTol - the threshold for dRho, where a value less than this assumes that the 
density within a self consistent cycle has reached convergence 
" MixFactor - gives the fraction of the new density mixed with the old density when 
simple mixing is used 
" MixThreshold - if dRho is above this value then we employ simple mixing instead of 
Pulay mixing 
" FTo1 - the threshold for the force, where a value less than this indicates that we have 
reached our required convergence 
" MaxNSteps - the maximum number of relaxation steps for the atoms that we want 
to perform 
" Diagionalisation Method - which of the seven diagonalisers we want to use 
" NBands - the maximum number of bands that we want to include in a calculation, 
this must be bigger than Filled Bands 
" rst file - the number of self consistent cycles that we want to perform before generating 
a fail-safe file from which we can restart our simulation 
" rho file - the number of self consistent cycles that we want to perform before generating 
a density file 
The client that we use to steer our simulations can be seen in figure 4.1, and all of 
the parameters mentioned above can be seen in the two windows of the client. Multiple 
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simulations can be steered from the same client via the use of tabs. As you can also see in 
figure 4.1 we have the ability to pause and restart our simulation, detach the steerer in case 
we want to steer from a different location, and stop the simulation all together. 
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Figure 11: A stºapshot of the steering client in use, showing the monitored and steered 
I)aranºeters that we have in use. 
\Ve currently have seven different diagonalisation methods available to us. The first five 
rnet, ho(ls available allow for splitting the data via, k-point. Therefore a simulation like the 
(1x1) surfaces with 18 k-point's can be run on 1,2,3.6.9 or 18 processors. The use of 
ScaLAI A('K for (liagonalisation methods 6 and 7 allows for parallel diagonalisation, so our 
larger jobs can be run on more processors than previously would have been available. The 
methods that we have implemented are: 
1. LAPACK - slow but, economical on memory and robust. 
Z. AR. YACK 
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3. LAPACK - divide and conquer 
4. LAPACK - expert driver 
5. LAPACK unpacked - expert driver 
6. ScaLAPACK unpacked - parallel diagonaliser 
7. ScaLAPACK unpacked - parallel diagonaliser, factorises overlap upfront 
More information on the different methods can be found at [401. 
There are two options available to us when we want to steer our simulations, file-based 
steering and socket based steering. File-based steering is a purely local method, where you 
can only steer from the machine that the simulation is being run on. This is good in that 
the communication time between steerer and PLATO is relatively small, but limited in what 
machines you can actually utilise this on. Socket based steering utilises a central registry 
to handle the data passing back and forth between the steerer and PLATO. The data is 
wrapped as Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) packets, and transferred using http. 
This increases the communication time, but allows you to both steer on machines that can 
not run the steering client and also potentially steer from anywhere in the world. Initially 
we used a steering registry provided by Manchester, but have recently installed a registry 
locally with the help of Andrew Porter. 
4.2 Steering in practice: (2x1) Si surface 
To illustate the importance of steering we have performed a simulation on a (2x1) Si surface 
containing 32 atoms. We are not interested here in following the simulation all the way to 
completion, but rather we want to see how the steerer improves performance over a limited 
range. We chose to only vary one parameter, with this parameter being the residual tolerance. 
In the case of the non-steered simulation this is set at 0.0001 electrons/Bohr radii3, and the 
simulation is run until convergence is obtained. For the steered simulation, this is started at 
0.01 and reduced to 0.0001 in two increments, (0.01 -* 0.001 -* 0.0001). Both calculations 
are performed on a single 2.5 GHz G5 processor. 
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The most important parameter when steering our simulations is (1Rho. This hest tells us 
how the simulation is behaving, and whether or not it is the right time to make a change to 
any of our steerable parameters. It is possible for the steering client to produce a graph of 
this parameter so that we can see it more clearly and better judge when the right töne for 
a change is. 
Figure 4.2: The difference in the density between succesive computational steps for the 
steered (2x1) Si surface example. Illustrated are the two points where dRho is incrementally 
dropped during the simulation. 
Figure 4.2 shows the difference in the density between succesive computational steps 
in the siniiilation performed with steering. dRho is first, dropped at point 1 to 0.001, and 
again further at, point 2 to 0.0001. These parameter changes occur at, tunes when few steps 
are taken in each self consistent, cycle, indicating that the system is quite stable before the 
change. 
What we are interested about in this simulation is the time taken to reach convergence, 
and whether each simulation has converged to the same point. The total energy in each case 
is -253.3167 Ry, so we can say that steering the simulation has not effected the result. 
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Figure 4.3: Simulation times in seconds for a (2x1) Si surface. 
Figure 4.3 shows the time taken for each simulation to reach the required convergence. 
As can be seen, the steered simulation took about 14% less time to reach the same point as 
the non-steered simulation. This is a significant saving for what is a very stable calculation. 
If we wanted to increase the accuracy of this calculation further then we would have to lower 
the electron temperature whilst also further lowering the residue tol. This would require us 
to stop the simulation and then restart after making the necessary changes to the input file. 
As we have seen in the case of a (2x1) Si surface, steering the simulation provides a 
significant reduction in the time taken to perform calculations. This is especially of impor- 
tance when dealing with large systems, where this time saving could take weeks off the total 
simulation time. As an indication, our (2x2) Ti Adatom on SrO (0 = 0.25) took 32.5 days 
simulation time to reach convergence. Assuming the same saving as seen here, this job would 
have taken an additional 5 days to run. 
4.3 STM Visualisation 
Once we have performed a successful relaxation of a surface, the next step that we take 
is to simulate an STM. We do this from the files that PLATO generates by the method 
outlined in section 3.3. Previously seen STM simulation images can be difficult to interpret, 
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consisting mainly of a slice through a substrate and electronic surface. 
Here we present a 
fully interactable 3D representation of both the substrate and the electronic surface. The 
viewer that we use was created in conjunction with 
Rob Haines at Manchester, and is built 
on a Java platform utilising the Visualisation 
Toolkit (VTK) [41]. As with our simulations, 
we again utilise the steerer to control our viewing allowing us to change parameters on 
the 
fly. The variables that we have been steering are: 
" Steering Interval - sets how regularly the steerer and visualiser communicate 
" Molecule visible? - boolean variable setting whether or not to render the molecules 
" Bonds visible? - boolean variable setting whether or not to render the bonds 
. Iso visible - boolean variable setting whether or not to render the isosurface, where 
it is possible to render more than one isosurface at a time 
9 Iso value - the value given to the associated isosurface 
" Orthoslice? - boolean variable setting whether or not to render a slice through the 
middle of the window 
. Cut-plane? - boolean variable setting whether or not to render a cut-plane 
. Cut-plane normal - values setting the direction of the cut-plane 
9 Cut-plane centre - values defining the centre point of the cut plane 
" Elevation Filter - boolean variable setting whether or not to colour the isosurface 
. Elevation Filter Height - upper and lower bounds on the colouring, where everything 
below is coloured red, and everything above is coloured dark blue 
. Duplication - integer values to set the duplication of the isosurface 
These variables are changeable relatively simply, and additional functionality can be 
added as required. The interface that we use to steer our visualisation is very similar to that 
we see when performing our relaxations. Figure 4.4 shows the steerer window in use. 
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Figure 4.4: A snapshot of the visualisation steerer interface during a. visualisation. 
4.4 A sample visualisation 
The hest waV to illtttit. rate how we perform our visualisation and to showcase some of the 
features that we can use is through an example. Here the (2x1) Ti02 STM-I simulation is 
imaged. Initially the viewer calculates a value for the isosurface, but this is generally too 
high to produce any useful irrvage so it, is the first thing that will he changed. setting to a 
new value of 0.00001 electrons/Bohr radii3. 
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Figure 4.5: Visualisation of a (2x1) Ti02 STM1 simulation with isosurface set to 10-5 elec- 
trons/Bohr raclii3. 
Figure 4.5 shows the result of setting the isosurface to 10-5 electrons/Bohr radii3. As 
can be seen, we now have a, good electronic surface representation, but the surface features 
are difficult to pick out. Tinning the elevation filter on makes any surface features easier to 
pick out, so that is the next variable to be changed. 
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Figure 4.6: Visualisation of a (2x1) Ti02 STM simulation with isosurfa. ce set to 10-"' ýleý"- 
t, roiºsýI3olir N'(110 an(l elevation filter switched on. 
Figure 4.6 shows the image gained with elevation filter bounds of 20 and 23. An-, - part of 
the isosurface below 20 will be coloured red, with a range of colours above this culminating 
in a (lark blue at, 23 and above. This means that now we can see where the highest and 
lowest points are easily, and that any features are much easier to pick out, such as the bumps 
to the left and right, sides of the image. The problem that we now face is in spotting patterns 
III the surface. where the single cell that we use is not, sufficient, to (10 this. 
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Figure 4.7: Visualisation of a (2x1) Ti02 STNZ simulation with isosurface set to 10-5 elec- 
trons/Bohr radii3 and elevation filter switched on with the cell duplicated in both the x and 
y directions. 
Figure 4.7 shows the same features as figure 4.6, but here the cell has been duplicated 
along both the x and y directions. This makes it easy to now see the rows of peaks and 
troughs that are present on the surface. We can do this duplication to any size that we want, 
and if we wanted could just perform the duplication in one direction. This is very useful as 
actually performing a simulation to this size would he very computationally expensive. 
Now that. we have got, our surface successfully imaged, we can change other paraineters 
to better see what. is happening beneath the surface. By setting a cut-plane we can tell 
the viewer to render only the isosnrface in certain areas, leaving the rest blank so that the 
11I1(ledying ai. 0II15 Call 
be easily Seen. 
Figure 1.8: Visualisation of a (2x1) Ti02 STN1 simulation with isosurface set, to 10 " elec- 
trons/Bolir radii: ' and elevation filter switched on with the cell duplicated ill both the x and 
v' (lirectio1is "Id x centred [010] cut-plane. 
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Figure 4.9: Visualisation of a (2x1) Ti02 STM simulation with isosurface set to 10-5 elec- 
trons/Bohr radii3 and elevation filter switched on with the cell duplicated in both the x and 
y directions and a centred [100] cut-plane. 
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Figure 1.10: Visualisation of a (2x1) Ti02 STNI simulation with isosttrface set to 10 5 
electrons/Bohr radii'; and elevation filter switched on with the cell duplicated in loth the x 
and y (lirect. ion4 and a centred [1101 cut-plane. 
Figures 4.8-4.11 show the effects of applying different cut-planes to the image. The first 
]plane shown in figure 4.8 is centred in the middle of the cell, and is along the (010) direction. 
As you can see, this shows us easily the underlying Ti02 st. oichiomet, ry. Figure 4.9 shows a 
l)hine again centred at, the Middle of the cell, but this törne in the (100) (Erection. Again the 
tuulerlyittg surface is clear to see, and knowing that the same structure lies directly under 
the isosttrfa, ce makes identifying regions of interest easy. Figure 4.10 shows a cut-plane in 
direction (110), again centred in the middle of the cell. These cut planes do not always have 
to he ('entre( ill the middle of the cell, as can be seen in figure 4.11 where the (100) cut-plane 
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Figure 4.11: Visualisation of a (2x1) Ti02 STM simulation with isosurface set to 10-5 
electrons/Bohr radii3 and elevation filter switched on with the cell duplicated in both the x 
and y directions and a [100] cut-plane with the centre pointed moved. 
has again be rendered, but this time with the centre shifted in the x direction. 
In addition to these features, we have full control over the rendered objects, so that we 
can orientate them as best fits our needs. This allows us much greater control over what we 
can see, and snakes the interpretation of our results relatively straightforward. Figure 4.12 
shows the image in figure 4.7 rotated from a top clown view to a side view. As you can see in 
this irrvage, the bottom surface is coloured red as the elevation filter only effects one surface. 
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Figure 4.12: Visualisation of a rotated (2x1) Ti02 STM simulation with isosurface set to 
10-5 electrons/Bohr radii3 and elevation filter switched on with the cell duplicated in both 
the x and y directions. 
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Chapter 5 
(1 x 1), (2 x 1) and (N/2- x N/'2-) Surface 
Reconstructions 
5.1 Simulation Details 
For the (1 x 1), (2 x 1) and (f x , 
F2) cases a cell containing seven layers has been employed. 
The equivalent of 9 layers of vacuum seperate the top and bottom surfaces from each other. 
The basis set and integration mesh are identical to that described previously, with the k- 
point sampling being scaled according to the simulation cell size. In all cases the force 
and residual tolerances are set to be 10-4 Ity/Bohr radius and 10-4 electrons/Bohr radii' 
respectively whilst the electron temperature in each case is 10-3 Ry. Electron temperature 
is introduced into the system via a Fermi-Dirac distribution [421. The only exception is 
for (2x1) Ti02/B which was calculated at an electron temperature of 3x 10-3 Ry, residual 
tolerance of 3x 10'3 electrons/Bohr radii3 and force tolerance of 10-4 Ry/Bohr radius. 
5.2 Layer Rumpling and Atomic Displacements 
As we are dealing with relaxed systems, atoms will not necessarily be at their ideal lattice 
positions. This means that there is a certain amount of displacement to be calculated for 
each system. We define these . 
displacements in such a way as to give an inward relaxation 
(towards the bulk) a negative displacement. In the case of the (1 x 1) systems, there is only a 
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displacement perpendicular to the surface to consider. It is also only necessary to calculate 
the displacements of half of the layers, as there is a mirror symmetry about the middle layer. 
To compare our results with those published previously it is going to be necessary to calculate 
the atomic displacements, bz, the change in interlayer distance between two adjacent slabs, 
Ad23, and the amplitude of the rumpling of each layer rya. Definitions for Odtij and 77i can be 
seen in equations 2.1 and 2.2 respectively. 
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the atomic displacements, surface rumpling and the change in 
the interlayer spacing for both of the (1 x 1) cases. The tables show the work presented here 
alongside previously reported results from a variety of methods. 
Our results show an excellent agreement with those previously stated, with the biggest 
displacement in both cases being that of the surface metal atom. We show a displacement 
of 0.129lß for the Ti atom, and 0.196lß for the Sr atom, both inwards towards the bulk. 
These are both within the range of values that have previously been witnessed. The biggest 
difference is in 6z(O2) in table 5.2, where our result is roughly double that of Cheng et al. 
[27], Liborio et at. [19] and Zhang et al. [28], whereas Johnston et at. [17] shows a negative 
displacement. We see that, for both terminations, there is an oscillating relaxation pattern. 
The results of the interlayer spacing are similar in both cases, even though the layer rumpling 
is quite different. The SrO termination can be seen to have a great deal of rumpling in the 
surface layer, whereas the Ti02 temination can be seen to have more rumpling in the second 
layer. 
5.3 Surface Studies 
5.3.1 Surface Energies 
Surface energies were calculated by the method presented in section 3.2 over a range of 
temperatures from 300K to 1600K. The graphs in figure 5.1 show the surface energies of 
the (1 x 1) and (2x 1) surfaces at atmospheric pressure at temperatures of 300K, 1000K and 
1600K. 
Before we can calculate the surface energies of any reconstruction, we have to calculate 
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PLATO PWVP SIESTA F P-LMT() 
lief Present. [261 1271 119] 1281 1291 
Atomic Displaccmcnt Q (r4 ) 
5Z (T i l) -0.129 -0.131 -0.07 -0.09 -0.1 -0.1241 
6Z (O1) -0.060 -0.062 -0.01 1 -0.02 -0.04 -0.0680 
5Z(Sr2) 0.104 0.097 0.18 0.15 0.18 0.0906 
aß(02) -0.017 -0.019 0.03 0.04 0.06 -0.0235 
az (Ti3) -0.029 -0.027 -0.01 - - -0.0247 
äZ (03) -0.017 -0.019 0.01 - - -0.0204 
62 (Sra) - - 0.04 - - - 
6 z( 04) - - 0.01 - - - 
Surface Rumpling (A) 
rtl 0.070 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.0552 
rh -0.121 -0.116 -0.15 , -0.1 -0.12 -0.1141 
173 0.012 0.008 0.016 - - 
0.0043 
774 - - -0.026 - - - 
Change in interlayer spacing (A) 
Od12 -0.260 -0.228 -0.25 -0.3 -0.28 -0.2147 
Od23 0.124 0.12 0.19 0.27 - 0.11 ßi3 
Od34 -0.043 - -0.05 - - - 
Table 5.1: Atomic displacements, surface rumpling and change in interlayer spacing for the 
(lx1) TiO2 terminated surface. Positive displacement-, indicate a displacement towards the 
vacuum 
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PLATO PWP SIESTA FP-LMTO 
Ref Present [26] [27] [19] [28] [29] 
Atomic Displacements (A) 
62 (Sri) -0.196 -0.220 -0.26 -0.2 -0.17 -0.231 
& (01) 0.043 0.004 0.04 0.03 0.02 -0.012 
6 (T i2) 0.074 0.046 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.025 
ßz(02) 0.023 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.018 
6z(Sr3) -0.037 -0.046 -0.06 - 0.03 -0.047 
6z (03) 0.009 -0.004 0.01 - 0.06 -0.010 
5Z(Ti4) - - 0.01 - - - 
5 (04) - - 0.00 - - - 
Surface Rumpling (A) 
771 0.239 0.224 0.30 0.23 0.19 0.219 
712 -0.051 -0.046 -0.06 -0.02 -0.04 -0.043 
773 0.046 0.042 0.07 - 0.03 0.037 
7)4 0.000 - -0.01 - - - 
Change in interlayer spacing (A) 
Ad12 -0.237 -0.26 -0.33 -0.24 -0.22 -0.256 
Ad23 0.118 0.10 0.14 0.06 0.02 0.072 
Ac1; 1.1 -0.026 - -0.08 - - - 
Table 5.2: Atomic displacements, surface rumpling and change in interlayer spacing for the 
(1 x 1) SrO terminated surface. Positive displacements indicate a displacement towards the 
vacuum. 
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the excesses rTi02 and I'o that were 
defined in equation 3.34. These surface excesses are 
shown in table 5.3, and a negative excess 
implies that there is a deficiency from bulk. 
Surface FTiO2 FO 
(l x l)SrO -1 0 
(lx1)Ti02 1 0 
(2 x 1)Ti02 0 0 
(2x 1)Ti2O3 2 -2 
(2 x 1)DL-Ti02 6 0 
(2x1)TiO/A 0 -2 
(2x1)TiO/B 0 -2 
(2x1)TiO/C 0 -2 
(2x1)TiO/D 2 -4 
(f x vl2-)DL-TiO2 60 
Table 5.3: Surface excesses for the supercells of the (1 x 1) and (2 x 1) surface reconstructions. 
These graphs show that over all the temperatures considered the (1 x 1) SrO termination is 
the most energetically favourable surface reconstruction at atmospheric pressure across most 
of the range of /LTIO2. The (v x 
v) DL-Ti02 termination becomes the most favourable 
surface reconstruction when the proportion of Ef SrTi03 in /Ti02 is less than 0.07, where 
the environment is very Ti02 rich. Of the (2 x 1) surface reconstructions, the Ti02/B and 
DL-TiO2 are the most energetically favourable, with the DL-Ti02 having an energy close to 
that of the (1 x 1) surfaces only when you move towards a TiO2 rich environment. We can 
effectively rule the others out of contention at these conditions from their energetics. There 
is good agreement between the results gained here at 1000K with those in [171 
As STM is carried out under UHV conditions, typically to a pressure of 10-10 atm, 
it is necessary to analyse the results over varying pressures. The graphs in figure 5.2 and 
figure 5.3 show the surface energies calculated over a range of pressures from 10-30 atm up 
to atmospheric pressure. Figure 5.2 shows the energies calculated assuming that we are in 
a TiO2 rich environment, and figure 5.3 shows the energies calculated assuming a SrO rich 
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-- (2x1 )TiO/A 
(2x1 )DL-Ti02 
-- (J2x-/2)DL-TiO2 
0.8 
Figure 5.1: Graphs of the surface energies of the (1 x 1), (2x 1) and (/ x f) surface recon- 
structiolls as a function of the chemical potential of Ti02. All the graphs are at atmospheric 
pressure. tetril>eratllres of 300K, 1000K and 1600K are illustrated. 
environment, correspoIuling with the left and right hand sigle of the graphs in figure 5.1 
respectively. The oxygen hottndary refers to the critical pressure where it becomes more 
favonirable for SrTiO: to split into its constituent parts. 
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Figure 5.2: Graphs of the surface energies of the (1 x 1), (2 x 1) and (V x /) surface 
reconstructions at E1-1"'O2 = E7.102 over a pressure range of 10-30 to 1 atin. temperatures of 
300K, 1000K and 1600K are illustrated. 
At 300K it can be seen that, the (/ x f) DL-Ti02 reconstruction is the most ener- 
get0ically favourable surface at all relevant pressures, with the Ti02 and DL-Ti02 again the 
most favourable of the (2 x 1) reconstructions. When increasing the temperature to 1000K. 
a similar pattern follows, only now the (2 x 1) Ti2O; 3 has dropped significantly enough in en- 
ergy to be close to the most stable surfaces. At, 1600K this energy drop continues, with the 
(2 x 1) Ti2O:; surface becoiiiing energetically more favourable than the (f x \) DL-Ti02 
surface at, a pressure of 10-20 at. m. This, however, is still too low to realistically be seen in 
an experimental STM. 
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-- (\/2x, /2)DL-Ti02 
Figure 5.3: GrupIis of t lie surface energies of the (1 x 1), (2x 1) and (/ x \) surface recon- 
struction, (It /'1'102 = F, 4'10 2+Ej sTTio3 over a pressure range of 
10-3° to 1 atm, temperatures 
of 300K, 1000K and 1(iOOK are illustrated. 
Over all temperatures and pressure shown in figure 5.3 the (1 x 1) SrO terminated surface 
can he seen to be the most energetically favourable surface, with none of the other surfaces 
becoming energetically favourable before hitting the boundary. The best of the other surface 
reconstructions is the (2 x 1) TiO2/B surface, although this is still considerably higher than 
alle (I x 1) Sr() teri111I1at1on1. 
The (1 x 1) surface reconstructions have beeil shown to be the most energetically favourable 
surfaces over a range of temperatures and pressure one would expect to find in the process 
of experimental STNI. 
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5.3.2 Simulated STM images 
The proposal that the (1 x 1) surface reconstructions have not yet been successfully imaged 
experimentally because they are just, too electronically flat can best be examined through 
simulating the images. The images in figures 5.4 and 5.5 show these simulated images. The 
systems have been duplicated in both the x and y directions to that of (2x2) to allow us to 
better see surface patterns. 
, 
IMONRW' -qmoopl 
x ý4, ý, tb . ei 
(a) Side View (b) From Above 
Figure 5.4: Simulated STM images of the (1 x 1) SrO surface reconstruction. The surface is 
coloured according to height from red at the lowest point to dark blue at the highest. 
p 
0 
0 
40 
I 
(b) From Above 
Figure 5.5: Simulated STI\1 images of the (1 x 1) Ti02 surface reconstruction. The surface is 
coloured according to height from red at the lowest, point to (lark blue at the highest. 
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(a) Side View 
These simulated images assume an atomically sharp STNI tip, something which is not 
realistic, so some of these features, like the sharp troughs in figure 5.5(a), will he smoothed 
over slightly. However, these simulated images still show sufficient corrugation to make them 
visible experiment, ally, especially in figure 5.5. 
The experimental image of a (2 x 1) reconstruction gained by Castell and shown in figure 
2.5 predicts distinct rows of peaks and troughs, and as such is what we are hoping to see 
in the simulated (2 x 1) images. The first reconstruction that we will look at is the (2 x 1) 
Ti02/A termination, as shown in figure 5.6. As for the (1 x 1) surfaces, and all following 
(2x1) surfaces, the image has been duplicated in both the x and y directions, giving a (4x2) 
image to better allow patterns to be seen. Distinct rows of peaks and troughs can clearly 
be seen, so this could be a possible candidate for the reconstruction seen by Castell in figure 
2.5. The mini peaks seen visible in figure 5.6(a) would probably not be clearly defined when 
performing experimental STM. 
fW 'I 
1 
.. 
a 
I 
(a) Side View (b) From Above 
Figur 5.6: Siitiulatecl STM images of (2 x 1) Ti02/A. The surface is coloured according to 
height from reel at the lowest point to dark blue at the highest. 
Tli simulated STI\-I image of (2x 1) Ti02/B in figure 5.7(a) shows the rows of peaks 
a. I1(1 troughs that, are associated with the experimental (2 x 1) image in figure 2.5. However, 
the peaks are not tivinmuetrical, with one steep siele and one more gently sloped. This is in 
agree111(1it, with the innige generated by Liborio [19]. 
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(a) Side View 
ýr aý 
(b) From Above 
Figure 5.7: Simulated STM images of (2x1) Ti02/B. The surface is coloured according to 
height from red at the lowest point to dark blue at the highest. 
(a) Side View 
Alk 
(b) From Above 
III. 
- 
Figure 5.8: Simulated STM images of (2 x 1) Ti2O;;. The surface is coloured according to 
height from red at the lowest point to dark blue. at, the highest. 
Fon the case of the (2x 1) Ti203 reconstruction, seen in figure 5.8, it is not clear whether 
t Ile images show enough corrugation to be consistent. with the experimentally gained (2 x 1) 
STNI images. In figure 5.8(b) the black lines indicate what could be one of the double width 
peaks, although this is only very vague. A clearer pattern present, is one similar to that 
of the (1 x 1) reconstructions, with the peaks showing a distinct 1x1 periodicity. This is 
not consistent with the experimental (2 x 1) images generated, and with the (1 x 1) surface 
pattern yet, to 
be imaged, it, is doubtful that this is a surface seen experimentally. 
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(a) Side View 
Alk 
ik` 
Figure 5.9: Simulated STM images of (2 x 1) DL-Ti02. The surface is coloured according to 
height from red at the lowest point to dark blue at the highest. 
The simulated image of the DL-Ti02 is the best case so far to demonstrate the features of 
STM imagery. figure 5.9(a) shows that the highest point on the surface does not correspond 
to the highest atom on the surface. This occurs because empty states are projected out into 
the vacuum, causing the electronic structure to rise where physically the surface lowers. You 
call also sei' from the image in figure 5.9(b) that there is a definite zig-zag pattern to the 
surface, something that, was not, seen in the experimental image. 
(a) Side View 
fAN 
(b) From Above 
(h) From Above 
Figure 5.10: Simulated STM images of (2x1) TiO/A. The surface is coloured according to 
Height from red at the lowest point, to dark blue at the highest. 
The iniages shown in figures 5.10,5.11 and 5.12 all show very similar properties. They 
all have very prominent peaks and troughs that an experimental STM would easily be able 
to image. The image of (2x 1) TiO/A shown in figure 5.10(a) shows similar features to that 
,ý 
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of (2x1) Ti02 in figure 5.6(a), with the peak not 
being a smooth curve, but rather has a 
little dip in the middle. This is a feature that would likely be missed experimentally as the 
tip would not, be atomically sharp like in these simulated images. 
(a) Side View 
¬ý 
ýý 
(b) From Above 
Figure 5.11: Simulated STM irrvages of (2x1) TiO/B. The surface is coloured according to 
height from red at the lowest point to dark blue at the highest. 
(2x 1) TiO/B shows a very smooth surface in the x direction, with a series of mini peaks 
along the ,y 
(hirection. This follows the pattern seen experimentally where there are a series 
of bright, spots along the direction of the peaks. figure 5.11(b) shows a very uniform surface 
pattern, with the peaks and troughs of the surface being of similar width, and this is not a, 
pattern that is seen experimentally. 
ý 
ý; 
ýi 
(a) Siele View (b) From Above 
Figure 5.12: Simulated STM images of (2 x 1) TiO/C. The surface is coloured according to 
height from reel at the lowest point to dark blue at, the highest. 
The images of (2x 1) TiO/A in figure 5.10(b) and (2x 1) TiO/C in figure 5.12(1)) show 
very wile peaks with relatively narrow troughs, and this is a, feature that we see in the 
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experimental image generated by Castell 
[3] in figure 2.5. (2 x 1) TiO/C does not show a 
symmetrical surface pattern, as you can see in the peaks of the surface in 
figure 5.12(a). This 
does not follow the pattern that we expect to see. and is therefore an unlikely candidate 
for 
the (2x 1) surfaces that are observed. 
V 
(a) Side View (b) From Above 
Figure 5.13: Simulated STM images of (2x 1) TiO/D. The surface is coloured according to 
height from red at, the lowest point to dark blue at the highest. 
The image of (2 x 1) TiO/D has features resembling that of (2 x 1) DL-Ti02, where again 
the highest point Oil the surface does not fall above the highest surface atom. figure 5.13(b) 
shows that we are seeing the doubly wide peaks, but not in the same manner as we expect. 
The features of this surface are similar to that of (2 x 1) DL-Ti02. only this time it is not, 
a zig-zag pattern that we are seeing, as the lesser peaks are in line with the highest peaks. 
Again, this is not a pattern that is seen experimentally, as the row of bright spots we are 
seeing would be replaced by arow of smaller bright spots, with slightly dimmer spots beside. 
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(a) Side View (b) From Above 
Figure 5.14: Simulated STM images of ("x /) DL-Ti02. The surface is coloured according 
to height from red at the lowest point to dark blue at the highest. 
The last, image in this Section is the (f x f) DL-Ti02 termination. The expected 
rows of peaks and troughs can clearly be seen in figure 5.14. figure 5.14(b) shows these rows 
of peaks to be roughly double the width of the troughs between, as is seen experimentally. 
However, there is a faint, zig-zag pattern within the peaks which does not correspond with 
what, is expected from the experimental images. 
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Chapter 6 
(2 x 1) Adatom Reconstructions 
In this chapter calculations that have been performed on a series of (2 x 1) adatom struc- 
tures are described. These are based upon a structure proposed by Kubo and Nozoye [6], 
which was one of a series of adatom based structures which aimed at explaining the surface 
reconstructions observed on SrTiO3. Kubo and Nozoye [6] proposed that Sr adatoms should 
be placed on a Ti02 terminated surface. Given the earlier results on potential surface re- 
constructions both Sr and Ti adatoms on the SrO and Ti02 terminated surfaces have been 
investigated. 
6.1 Simulation Details 
The simulation cell employed for the (2 x 1) adatom cases differs from that used previously. A 
cell containing seven layers with adatoms then placed on both surfaces has been employed. 
The equivalent of 6 layers of vacuum seperate the adatoms. The basis set, integration 
mesh and k-point sampling are identical to that described previously for the (2 x 1) surface 
reconstructions. In all cases the force and residual tolerances are set to be 10-4 Ry/Bohr 
radius and 10-4 electrons/Bohr radii' respectively whilst the electron temperatures range 
from 10-2 to 10-3 Ry. 
Three possible sites for the adatoms on both the SrO and Ti02 terminated surfaces 
have been considered. These sites are illustrated in figure 6.1. These sites were chosen 
due to symmetry considerations. These diagrams will be used to refer to all the structures. 
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Considering all the possible systems that, arise from these requires that 12 (lifferent adatoni 
cases are studied. 
(a) SrO (b) Ti02 
Figure 6.1: Candidate adatoin placement sites for both the SrO and Ti02 terminated surfaces 
in order to form a (2x 1) reconstruction. The sites remain the same for both species of 
Adatoin. 
6.2 Surface Energies 
Out of t he twelve possible adatorn cases to investigate, results are provided here for eleven 
of the cases. The (2x1) Ti Adatom on SrO situated at site 3 proved to be too unstable to 
reach a satisfactory convergence. The first thing that needs to be clone in order to calculate 
the surface energies is to calculate the surface excess of Ti02 and 0 as identified in equation 
3.34. 'cable 6.1 shows the excesses for all of the (2 x 1) adatoin cases. 
Surface FTi02 FO 
Sr Adatoin on Ti02 0 -2 
Ti Adatoin on SrO 0 -4 
Sr Adatoin on SrO -4 -2 
Ti Adatoin on Ti02 4 -4 
Table 6.1: The surface excesses for the supercells of the (2x1) adatoiii surface reconstruc- 
t, iOIIS. 
From the graphs in figure 6.2 it ca. n be seen that the Sr adatom on Ti02 terminated 
surface is the most, energetically favourable adatom case at the temperatures of 300 and 
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- (2x1 )Sr->Ti02(1) 
-- (2x1 )Sr->SrO(1 ) 
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(2x1 )Ti->SrO(1 ) 
-- (2x1 )Ti->T'02(1) 
Figure 6.2: Graphs showing how the surface energies of the (2x 1) adatom cases vary as a 
function of All the graphs are at atmospheric pressure, temperatures of 300K, 1000K 
'111(l 1600K are illustnatecl. 
1000K for most of the range of /1, Ti02. This is the surface proposed by Kubo and Nozoye 
[6]. In the Sr() rich environment at all temperat, ures the Sr adatom sitting at site 2 on the 
Si() 'tcl-II1Iililt ed "Ill-fIace 
becomes the most favourable. At, the temperature of 1600K the Ti 
adatoin on the SrO terminated surface is more favouable for most of the range of 1T; O2. The 
Sr adatom at site 2 on the SrO surface is again more favourable in a SrO rich environment. 
Batted oil the calculations performed, the surface energy of the Ti adatoin at site 1 on the 
Sr() surface becomes rrºore stable than the Sr adatoin at, site I on the Ti02 surface at about 
1125K. This is subject to errors in our calculation of Ito, as well as our Milk energy and 
formation energy of SrTiO:. 
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Figure 6.3: Graphs showing how the surface energies of the (2 x 1) aclatorn cases vary at 
Eirioz = E°ri. 02 over a pressure range of 10-30 to 1 atrn, temperatures of 300K, 1000K and 
1600K are illustrated. 
In figure 6.3 the variation of the surface energies of the adatom cases is shown as a 
function of the oxygen partial pressure in a Ti02 rich environment. At 300K it. can be seen 
that the most, favourable adatoin case is that proposed by Kubo and Nozoye [61 for the range 
of pressures considered here. At 1000K it can be seen that although the Sr adatoin It site 1 
on the Ti02 terminated surface is favourable at 1 a. tm, the Ti a(latom at, site 1 on the SrO 
terminated surface becomes more stable with a small change in pressure. At 1600K the Ti 
a(latoin at site 1 on the SrO terminated surface is the most favourable adatom system at all 
pressures. 
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Figure 6.4: Graphs showing how the surface energies of the (2 x 1) adatom cases vary at, 
h, rjoz = ET,, 02 +E 
f'SrTi03 over a pressure range of 10-30 to 1 atm, temperatures of 300K, 
1000K and 1600K are illustrated. 
Figure 6.4 shows the variaton of the surface energies as a function of the oxygen partial 
pressure in a SrO rich environment. At 300K the Sr adatom at site 2 of the SrO terminated 
surface is the most stable adatoin case. At 1000K this adatom case is again the most stable 
case clown to a pressure of -10-10 atm. At this point. the Ti adatom at site 1 on the SrO 
terminated surface becomes more stable. At. 1600K the Sr adatom at site 2 of the SrO 
termºmina, ted surface is the most stable case at latm. At -10-1 at-in the Ti adatom at, site 1 
on the Sr() terminated surface becomes more energetically favourable. 
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EPI. z02 over a. pressure range of 
10-30 to 1 a. tm, temperatures of 300K. 1000K and 1600K are 
illustrated. 
Figure 6.5 shows the variation of the surface energies as a function of the oxygen partial 
pressure in a Ti02 rich environment for those (2 x 1) adatom reconstructons that have be 
shown to be the most stable combined with the most stable surfaces from chapter 5. At, 300K 
it, can be seen that, the (Ný2-xf )DL-Ti02 terminated surface is the most stable reconstruction 
across the entire pressure range, with both of the (1x1) terminated surfaces slightly higher 
in energy. At 1000K this is again the case across most of the pressure range, with the Ti 
a(latomn at site 1 of the Sr0 terminated surface becoming more stable it, _10-25 atm. At 
1600K the (v xf )DL-TiO2 terminated surface is again the most stable down to a pressure 
of X10-10 at111, where the Ti adatoin at, site 1 of the SrO terminated surface becomes the 
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Figure 6.6: Graphs showing how the surface energies of the most stable cases vary at /LTio2 = 
ETioz + EI, SrTio3 over a pressure range of 10-30 to 1 atm, temperatures of 300K, 1000K and 
1600K are illustrated. 
In figure 6.6 the variation of the surface energies of the adatom cases is shown as a 
function of the oxygen partial pressure in a SrO rich environment for the cases that have 
been seen to be the most stable of those considered both in this chapter and in chapter 5. At 
temperatures of 300 and 1000K the (1x1) SrO terminated surface can be seen to be the most 
energetically stable surface across the entire pressure range. At 1600K the (1x1) terminated 
surface is again the most. stable surface from 1 at-in down to -10-15 atm where the Ti adatoin 
at site 1 of the SrO terminated surface becomes the most stable reconstruction. 
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6.3 STM images 
6.3.1 Ti adatom on SrO 
ýý ýý 
t ý.. ý . 
ýý ,w 
(a) Side View (b) From Above 
Figure 6.7: Simulated STM images of (2x 1) Ti adatom situated at site 1 on a (1x1) SrO 
surface. The surface is coloured according to height from red at the lowest point to dark 
blue at the highest. 
Looking at the simulated STM image for the (2x 1) Ti a. datom on SrO at site 1, seen in 
figure 6.7, an interesting physical feature can be seen. An oxygen from the underlying SrO 
layer has migrated to the surface, effectively giving us a (2x 1) TiO termination, with an 
underlying (2 x 1) Sr20 stoichiomoetry. The isosurface that, we obtain shows typical (2 x 1) 
features, namely that of rows of peaks and troughs, where the peaks are roughly double the 
width of the troughs. This agrees well with the experimental image generated by Castell 
[31, shown within this work in figure 2.5, where distinct rows of bright spots separated by 
half width dark trenches can be seen. Figure 6.7(b) clearly shows a pattern that would 
correspond to these bright spots. This similarity combined with the calculated energetic 
stability of the surface suggest that this is an excellent candidate for the (2x 1) termination. 
Similar simulated STM images can he seen for site 2, figure 6.8, as in site 1, figure 6.7. 
Site 1 saw significant movement from an underlying oxygen, where here we maintain our Ti 
adatom termination, with no significant displacement shown for the adatom. The oxygens in 
the layer below the adatom show some movement towards the vacuum, whilst, the Sr atoms 
can he seen to move towards the bulk from their ideal lattice positions. The isosurface shows 
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Figure 6.8: Simulated STM images of (2x 1) Ti adatom situated at site 2 on a (1x1) Sr() 
surface. The surface is coloured according to height, from red at the lowest point to dark 
blue at the highest. 
wide peaks and narrow troughs, with a row of dimples present in the trough, although these 
would most likely be smoothed over in an experimental STM. However, the energetics of this 
case suggest that, this surface is unlikely to be a viable candidate for a (2x 1) reconstruction. 
6.3.2 Sr adatom on Ti02 
(a) Side View (b) From Above 
I 
Figure 6.9: Simulated STM images of (2x1) Sr aclatom situated at site 1 on a (1x1) Ti02 
surface. The surface is coloured according to height frone red a. t the lowest point to dark 
blue at, the highest. 
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This is the adatom reconstruction initially proposed by Kubo and Nozoye [6]. The adatoin 
shows a slight contraction into the bulk, and the underlying Ti02 shows a great deal of 
displacement. The adatom sits in a bridging site between two oxygens, as can be seen in 
figure 6.9(a) by the bonds present. The four oxygen atoms surrounding the adatoin show a 
displacement, towards the vacuum, with the two oxygen atoms with which the adatom forms 
a bridge showing the largest displacement. The Ti atoms show a contraction into the bulk 
along with the oxygen atoms that are furthest from the adatom. The steep troughs that can 
be seen in figure 6.9(a) are probably too steep to be properly imaged experimentally, and 
the narrowness of the troughs in relation to the rows of peaks seen in figure 6.9(b) suggest 
that this is not likely to be the experimentally observed surface. 
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(a) Side View (b) From Above 
Figure 6.10: Simulated STM images of (2 x 1) Sr adatoin situated at site 2 on a (1x1) Ti02 
surface. The surface is coloured according to height, from red at the lowest point to dark 
h11u' at the highest. 
The images in figure 6.10 are very similar to those in figure 6.9. This is an interesting 
result as the a(latom at, site 2 was initially placed directly above an oxygen atom. During 
relaxation the adatorn has undergone significant displacement such that it, now sits in the 
same hole as site 1. This would also explain why the surface energy for sites 1 and 2 in this 
case are very similar. 
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(a) Side View (b) From Above 
Figure 6.11: Simulated STM images of (2x1) Sr adatom situated at site 3 on a (1x1) Ti02 
surface. The surface is coloured according to height from red at the lowest point to 
dark 
blue at, the highest. 
The results from the third placing of the Sr adatom on Ti02 shows a simulated STM 
linage similar to that in figure 6.9 with very steep sided narrow troughs. You can see in the 
urvage that the troughs are not smooth, but contain a succession of well defined dimples. You 
can also see in figure 6.11(a) that the adatoms are a large distance from the underlying layer, 
and that this topmost layer of TiO2 shows very little displacement. The adatom displays a 
significant displacement towards the vacuum, with all of the oxygen atoms in the underlying 
Ti02 also showing a displacement towards the vacuum, but of much smaller magnitude. The 
Ti atom directly below the adatom shows a significant displacement towards the bulk, with 
the remaining Ti a. toni showing a slight. displacement, also towards the bulk. 
6.3.3 Ti adatom on TiO9 
The simulated STM images for the (2x 1) Ti adatom situated at. site 1 on a (1x1) Ti02 
surface in figure 6.12 shows Its that the adatoiui has moved towards the bulk whilst the 
underlying layer displays a 
displacement towar(ls the vacuum, and that there is now a surface 
stoichiolnetly of Ti:; O11. The simulated STM image shows peaks and troughs of roughly 
equal widths, so not the double width peak that we were looking for. Also, the troughs here 
are relatively shallow, so they may not be well defined when viewed experinlentally. The 
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(a) Side View 
Figure 6.12: Simulated STM images of (2x1) Ti adatom situated at site 1 on a (1x1) Ti02 
surface. The surface is coloured according to height from red at the lowest point to dark 
blue at. the highest. 
features of the simulated STM image suggest that this is probably not the surface that is 
seen experimentally. 
(a) Side View 
(b) From Above 
(b) From Above 
Figure 6.13: Simulated STM images of (2x1) Ti adatom situated at site 2 on a (1x1) Ti02 
surface. The surface is coloured according to height from red at, the lowest point to dark 
hlitc at the highest. 
Like in figure 6.12(a) the same Ti: 304 stoichioinetry can be seen in figure 6.13(a). This, 
coupled with the surface energy calculations, indicates that these two cases after relaxation 
form the same surface, and as such the same simulated STI\I image. Comparing figure 
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6.12(b) with figure 6.13(b) shows this to be the case, with the two surfaces indistinguishable 
with each other. 
(a) Side View 
0 AM 
(b) From Above 
Figure 6.14: Simulated STM images of (2x 1) Ti adatom situated at site 3 on a (1x1) Ti02 
surface. The surface is coloured according to height from red at the lowest point to (lark 
blue at the highest. 
The image generated in figure 6.14(a) shows that there is a TiO surface stoichiometry 
as an oxygen has displaced towards the vacuum significantly. The adatom also shows a 
displacement towards the vacuum, and also away from its initial placement. The initial 
placement of the ada. tom was directly above another Ti atom, but these atoms have relaxed 
in opposite x directions whilst maintaining their y positions. The underlying layer now 
displays a Ti203 stoichiometry, although this is a different configuration to the (2 x 1)Ti2O3 
studied here previously. The electronic surface is very different from the other 2 Ti adatom 
on Ti02 cases, with the troughs being narrower than the peaks. It can also be seen in 
figure 6.14(b) that the peaks contain two separate peaks. If this was imaged experimentally, 
2 bright spots within the rows would he seen, although the resolution may not be good 
enough to separate these. 
The surface energies and simulated STM images for the Ti adatoin on Ti02 cases suggest 
that these are not, configurations that we are seeing experimentally. 
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6.3.4 Sr adatom on SrO 
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(a) Side View (b) From Above 
Figure 6.15: Simulated STM images of (2x1) Sr adatoin situated at site 1 on a (1x1) SrO 
surface. The surface is coloured according to height from red at the lowest point to dark 
blue at the highest. 
Here, like in the case of Sr adatom on Ti02. we see very narrow steep sided troughs. There 
are very prominent, low points within these troughs, although these are a, feature we would 
probably only see theoretically. The patterns displayed here do not agree with those gen- 
erated experimentally by Castell [31, suggesting that this is not a, reconstruction that we 
see experimentally. The adatom in this case is situated between the two Sr atoms of the 
layer below, and these Sr atoms display a tendency to move away from the adatorn, whilst 
also contracting into the bulk. The oxygen atoms display differing displacements, with one 
moving slightly towards the bulk, and the other inore significantly towards the vacuum. 
Figure 6.16 shows that site 2 follows the pattern seen for site 1. Very narrow troughs 
arc prescllt, but, they appear to be shallower than those present, when the Sr adatom is at 
site 1. It, can also be seen that the low points within the troughs are not so prominent. The 
a<latom in this case shows a displacement towards the vacuum, along with the oxygen atoms 
of the underlying layer. The Sr atoms in this layer have contracted slightly into the bulk. 
Whilst the simulated STNI image does not agree with that generated experimentally, the 
energy graphs in figure 6.4 show that linder certain conditions, this is the most stable of the 
aclatom cases. 
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Figure 6.16: Simulated STM images of (2x 1) Sr adatom situated at site 2 on a. (1x1) SrO 
surface. The surface is coloured according to height, from red at the lowest point to dark 
blue at the highest. 
(a) Siele View (b) From Above 
Figure 6.17: Simulated STM images of (2x1) Sr adatom situated at site 3 on a (1x1) SrO 
surf, ice. The surface is coloured according to height from red at the lowest point, to dark 
Mlle at the highest. 
The very Sharp points within the troughs of figure 6.17 are a feature that, would probably 
only be seeii theoretically. Again shari) sided narrow troughs, here much deeper than when 
the Sr adatoin is at. site 2, and wider smooth peaks can he seen. The aclatoin in this case 
shows a significant displacement towar(ls the vaciuun, whilst the Sr atom that this is situated 
above contracts beck into the bulk. There is very little displacement shown frone any of the 
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other atoms. The calculated surface energy and simulated STM image suggest that this is 
not a reconstruction that we are likely to see experimentally. 
6.4 Conclusions 
It can be seen from the surface energies calculated in figures 6.2,6.3 and 6.4 that their are 
three adatom cases that are most stable under certain conditions. These are the Sr adatom 
at site 1 of the Ti02 terminated surface, the Ti adatom at site 1 of the SrO terminated 
surface and the Sr adatom at site 2 on the SrO terminated surface. The Ti adatom at site 
1 on the SrO terminated surface looks to be the most likely candidate from the adatom 
cases, as at 1600K it becomes the most stable at pressures between -10-10 and r10-15 
atm depending on the particular environment, and these are realistic pressures when dealing 
with STM. Of these three cases, only the Ti adatom at site 1 on the SrO terminated surface 
produced a simulated STM image that resembles that of the experimental image shown in 
figure 2.5. This, combined with the calculated surface energies, makes this case an excellent 
candidate for the (2x 1) reconstrictions that are seen experimentally. However, examining 
the relaxation of this case revealed a (2x 1) TiO surface stoichiometry, and this was the 
driving factor behind the (2x1) TiO cases presented in chapter 5. 
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Chapter 7 
Adatom Reconstructions 
A number of adatom reconstructions have been proposed by Kubo and Nozoye [6]. These 
can be seen in figure 2.14, and comprise of Sr adatoms on an underlying (1 x 1) Ti02 surface. 
These are given a value 0 referring to the surface coverage of the adatom. The (1 x 1) (0 
= 1.0), c(2x2) (0 = 0.5), (2x2) (0 = 0.25 and 0.75), (V45- x 
/5-)-R26.6° (0 = 0.2) and 
c(4x4) (0 = 0.125 and 0.375) have been studied here. The (4x4) and ( 13x 13)-R33.7° 
reconstructions have been omitted due to the computation time required. Due to the results 
in chapter 6, where the (2x1) Ti adatom situated on a (lx 1) terminated surface proved 
to be an excellent candidate for the (2x1) reconstruction, the Sr adatom models proposed 
by Kubo at al. [5,6] have been extended to include Ti adatoms on (lx 1) SrO terminated 
surfaces. 
7.1 Simulation Details 
As in the case of the (2x1) adatoms, a nine layer cell is employed giving seven alternating 
layers of SrO and Ti02 between the adatoms. As periodic boundary conditions are used, 
six layers of vacuum have been incorporated to separate the surfaces. The basis set and 
integration mesh are identical to that described previously, with the k-point sampling being 
scaled according to the simulation cell size. For the larger surface reconstructions of (/ x 
f)-ß, 26.6° and c(4x4) ScaLAPACK [401, a parallel diagonaliser, has been utilised to allow 
more processors to be used. 
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In all cases the force tolerance and residual tolerance are set to be 10-4 
Ry/Bohr radius 
and 10-4 electrons/Bohr radii' respectively. 
The electron temperatures of the simulations 
vary from 10-2 to 10-3 
Ry. 
7.2 Surface Energies 
The first thing to do in calculating the surface energies is to calculate the surface excess of 
Ti02 and 0, as identified in equation 3.34. Table 7.1 shows the excesses 
for all of the adatom 
cases studied. 
Surface rTi02 
_ 
(1 x 1) Sr Adatom on Ti02 -1 -2 
(1 x 1) Ti Adatom on SrO 1 -4 
c(2x2) Sr Adatom on Ti02 0 -2 
c(2x2) Ti Adatom on SrO 0 -4 
(2x2) Sr Adatom on Ti02 (0 = 0.25) 2 -2 
(2x2) Sr Adatom on Ti02 (0 = 0.75) -2 -6 
(2x2) Ti Adatom on SrO (0 = 0.25) -2 -4 
(2x2) Ti Adatom on SrO (0 = 0.75) 2 -12 
(f x /)-826.6° Sr Adatom on Ti02 3 -2 
c(4x4) Sr Adatom on Ti02 (0 = 0.375) 2 -6 
c(4x4) Ti Adatom on SrO (0 = 0.375) -2 -12 
Table 7.1: The surface excesses for the supercells of the (1x1), c(2x2), (2x2), (v, r5- x V15-) 
and c(4x4) adatom surface reconstructions. 
The graphs in figure 7.1 show the variation of surface energy as a function of µT202 at 
temperatures of 300K, 1000K and 1600K. All results are calculated at atmospheric pressure. 
At all temperatures considered here it can be seen that the (\ x v) Sr adatom on the 
Ti02 terminated surface is the most stable across the entire range of µTio2 , with the 
(2 x 2) 
Sr adatom on the Ti02 terminated surface (0 = 0.25) only marginally higher in energy. 
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-(1x1 )Sr->Ti02 
-- c(2x2)Sr->Ti02 
- (2x2)Sr->Ti02(0=0.25) 
-- (2x2)Sr->Ti02(0=0.75) 
- (2x2)Ti->SrO(0=0.25) 
-- (j5x J5)Sr->TiO2 
- c(4x4)Sr->Ti02(0=0.375) 
-- c(4x4)Ti->SrO(0=0.375) 
Figure 7.1: Graphs showing how the surface energies of the (1 x 1), c(2x2), (2x2), (\ x 5) 
and ((4 x 4) adatoin cases vary as a function of /tTiO. 2. 
All the graphs are at atmospheric 
pressure, temperatures of 300K, 1000K and 1600K are illustrated. 
The (1 x 1) Ti adatom, the (2 x 2) Ti ada. toin (0 = 0.75) and the c(2 x 2) Ti adatom are, at 
atmospheric pressure, the least stable of the surfaces considered here. 
In the graphs in figure 7.2 the variation of the surface energies of the adatom cases is 
shown as a function of the oxygen partial pressure in a Ti02 rich environment. It can be 
seen that, for all ternperattires and pressures considered here, the (f x 5) Sr adatom on 
the Ti02 terminated surface and the (2 x 2) Sr adatoin on the Ti02 terminated surface (0 = 
0.25) are the most stable surfaces. Again it can be seen that, the (1 x 1) Ti adatorn, the (2 x 2) 
Ti adatom (0 = 0.75) and the c(2x2) Ti adatom are the least energetically favourable of 
the surfaces considered here. 
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Figure 7.2: Graphs showing how the surface energies of the (lx 1), c(2x2), (2x2), (v /'5-x V5-) 
and c(4x4) adatoin cases vary at µTi02 = ETi02 over a. pressure range of 10-30 to 1 atm, 
tetril>eratitres of 300K, 1000K and 1600K are illustrated. 
The graphs in figure 7.3 show the variation of the surface energies as a function of the 
oxygen partial pressure in a SrO rich environment. It can be seen that, at 300K and 1000K. 
the ( r) x vi) Sr adatom on the TiO2 terminated surface and the (2x2) Sr adatom oil the 
Ti0l terminated surface (0 = 0.25) are the most. stable surfaces across the entire pressure 
range. At I GOOK it. can be seen that again these two surfaces are the most stable across most 
of the pressure range considered, but at a pressure of _10-20 a, tm the (2x2) Sr adatotn on 
the Ti02 terminated surface (0 = 0.75) becomes the most stable surface, with the (1 x 1) 
Sr adatont also very close in energy to it. Pressures below the oxygen boundary are not 
considered as this is the critical pressure where it becomes more favourable for SrTiO3 to 
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Figure 7.3: Graphs showing how the surface energies of the (1 x 1), c(2 x 2), (2 x 2), (/ x /) 
and c(4x4) adatom cases vary at PLT; 02 = ET, ýoz + Ef, srri. o:, over a pressure range of 10-30 
to 1 atm, temperatures of 300K, 1000K and 1600K are illustrated. 
split, into its constituent parts. 
Figure 7.4 shows the variation of the surface energies as a function of the oxygen partial 
pressure in a Ti02 rich environment for the reconstructions that have been shown to be the 
most stable of those studied in chapters 5 and 6 along with the most stable of the surfaces 
seen in this chapter. At 300K the (v'-2x/)DL-TiO2 reconstruction is the most stable surface 
across the entire pressure range. At 1000K this is again the most stable reconstruction down 
to a pressure of ti10-25 atm where the (2x1) Ti adatom at site 1 of the SrO terminated 
surface becomes the most favourable, however, this pressure is unrealistic for the conditions 
of STM. These two surfaces are also the most stable at 1600K, with the (2x1) Ti adatoin at 
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Figiirc 7.4: Graphs showing how the surface energies of the most stable cases vary at µT, 02 = 
EI. «)., over a pressure range of 
10-'30 to 1 a. tm, temperatures of 300K, 1000K and 1600K are 
illustrated. 
site 1 of the Sr() terminated surface becoming the most favourable surface at. a pressure of 
ti 10- 10 at, tn, a pressure that, we expect to reach in performing STN7. 
III figure 7.5 the variation of the surface energies of the adatom cases is shown as a 
filllction of the oxygen partial pressure in a SrO rich environment for the cases that have 
been shown to be the most, stable of those studied in chapters 5 and 6 along with the most 
stable of the surfaces Seen in this chapter. At. 300K and 1000K it can be seen that. the (1 x 1) 
Sr() recollst rllction is the most stable surface across the entire pressure range. At. 1600K this 
surface is again initially the most stable surface (town to a pressure of _10_15 atIn where 
the (2x 1) Ti adatoin at site 1 of the SrO terminated surface becomes the most energetically 
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Figure 7.6: Simulated STM images of (1 x 1) Sr adatom situated on a (1 x 1) Ti02 surface. 
The surface is coloured according to height, from red at the lowest, point to dark blue at the 
highest 
Tue simulated STM-I irrvage in figure 7.6(a) is very similar to that generated for (1 x 1) SrO 
in figure . 5.1.1 lwre is it very uniform pattern with individual bright spots present. There 
is a slight contraction of the Sr adatom into the bulk, whilst the 0 atoms in the underlying 
layer displace towards the vacuum with almost no movement from the Ti atoiii. 
The Sitruilate(l STM image for the (1 x 1) Ti adatom situated on a (1 x 1) SrO surface 
in figure7.7 shows very similar features to the (1 x 1) Sr adatorn situated on a (1 x 1) Ti02 
surface in figure 7.6. Again distinct bright spots are present, in the electronic surface. Both 
the Ti adatoin wid the O atom directly below show a clisplacell lent, towards the vacuum. 
whilst the Sr itoin displays a displacement towards the bulk. 
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(a) Side View 
or 
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'W 
(a) Side View (b) From Above 
Figure 7.7: Simulated STM images of (1 x 1) Ti adatom situated on a (1 x 1) SrO surface. 
The surface is coloured according to height from red at the lowest point to (lark blue at the 
highest 
7.3.2 c(2x2) Adatom 
Z) 
"O 
(a) Side View (b) From Above 
Figure 7.8: Simulated STM irrvages of c(2 x 2) Sr ada. tom situated on a (1 x 1) Ti02 surface. 
The surface is coloured according to height from red at the lowest point, to dark blue at the 
highest 
The siniulat, ed images III figure 7.8 shows a distinct and uniform pattern that has peaks at 
the corner of the cell with a dip in the centre. The Sr adatom and the underlying Ti atoms 
show a (liS1)Iaceiºient towards the bulk. The 0 atoms all displace towards the vacuuin, and 
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also show a horizontal displacement towards the adatorn. 
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(a) Side View 
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(b) From Above 
Figure 7.9: Simulated STM images of c(2x2) Ti adatom situated on a (lx 1) SrO surface. 
The surface is coloured according to height from red at the lowest point to dark blue at the 
highest. 
The pattern generated in the images of figure 7.9 again shows that there are distinct. high 
, lud jow points in the simulated ST1\I image. Here, however, the high points look to be much 
rriore prominent than the low points between, and the sides are much steeper than in the 
previous case. The Ti adatom and the underlying Sr atoms show a displacement towards 
the b1tlk. Both 0 atoms show a displacement towards the vacuum, with the 0 atom directly 
below the ada. tom showing the largest displacement. There is no horizontal displacement 
present. 
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7.3.3 (2x2) Adatom 
rv 
rý . 
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Figure 7.10: STMT image of a SrTiO: (001)-(2 x 2) reconstructed surface. The area of the 
image is 35 X : 35 11111 
2; V= +0.7 V, It _ 0.3 nA. This image was generated by Silly et al. 
in [431 
1 he image ill figure 7.10 shows an experimental STNI image of a SrTiO3(001) (2x2) recon- 
structed surface. Uniforen bright spots can be identified, but, there is no distinct pattern like 
in the case of (2x1). It appears that there are individual bright spots with (lips in the surface 
electronic structure surrounding each one. 
Figure 7.11 shows a very distinctive simulated STNI image. The peaks are very wide 
when compared to the troughs between them, and show very steep sides. The image in figure 
7.11(1)) shows that, the peaks are surrounded by troughs. This is a very similar pattern to 
that, generated by Silly et al. in [43], and shown in figure 7.10. The peaks in the simulated 
image correspond to an underlying Sr adatom, and where physically it might be expected 
for the peak to be dominated by troughs, this is not. what. is seen. 
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(a) Side View (b) From Above 
Figure 7.11: Simulated STM images of the (2 x 2) Sr adatoin situated on a (1 x 1) Ti02 
surface (0 = 0.25). The surface is coloured according to height from red at the lowest point 
to (lark blue at the highest. 
Figure 7.12: Top clown view of the (2 x 2) Sr adatom on a (1 x 1) Ti02 surface (0 = 0.25). The 
grey spheres represent Sr atoms, the blue spheres represent Ti atoms and the red spheres 
represent 0 atoms. where the largest spheres represent the uppermost layer. The arrows 
silow the direction of displacement during relaxation. 
During relaxation, the Sr adat. oin and the Ti atoms in the tnidlerlying layer show a 
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displacement inwards towards the bulk. The 0 atoms behave differently dependent upon 
what atoms are near them. 
The 40 atoms that surround the ada. torn move towards the 
vacuum. whilst the others displace back into the 
bulk. Horizontally, the Ti atoms show a 
tendency to move away from the adatom, with no other horizontal displacement present. 
(a) Side View (b) From Above 
Figure 7.13: Simulated STM images of the (2x2) Sr adatoin situated on a. (lx 1) Ti02 
surface (0 = 0.75). The surface is coloured according to height from red at the lowest point 
to dark blue at, the highest. 
`1'hc si1inilated STM images for the (2x2) Sr adatom situated on a (1x1) Ti02 surface 
(0 = 0.75) seen in figure 7.13 show a very distinct surface pattern. The peaks correspond 
to the Sr aa. datoin underneath, with the "holes" in the surface pattern corresponding to an 
area with no adatom. Figure 7.13(a) show that these clips are quite pronounced, although 
sonne smoothing would occur experimentally. 
Figure 7.14 shows the direction of horizontal displacement for the Sr adatom and the 
1I11(lerlying layer of Ti02 (hiring the relaxation process. The Ti atoms show a displacement 
towards the vacant area seen in the top right of the image, whilst, the O atoms in this 
region all move towards an a. clatoin. All of the Sr adatoms and Ti atoms show a vertical 
(lisplacement, towards the bulk, with the Sr adatonis that have a vacant adatoin site as their 
next nearest neighbour (lisplacing a, greater distance than the Sr without. All 0 atoms show 
a InoveIneIlt towards the vacuum. This agrees with the results gained by Kubo and Nozove 
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Figure 7.14: Top clown view of the (2x2) Sr adatom on a (1 x 1) Ti02 surface (0 = 0.75). The 
grey spheres represent Sr atoms, the blue spheres represent Ti atoms and the red spheres 
represent 0 atoms, where the largest spheres represent the uppermost layer. The arrows 
A low the direction of displacement (luring relaxation. 
[61 for this arrangement. 
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Figure 7.15: Siiiºiihited STNI images of the (2x2) Ti adatom situated on a (1x1) SrO surface 
((l) = 0.25). The surface is coloured according to height from red at the lowest point, to dark 
1b11ie at the highest. 
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The STNI images in figure 7.15 show that there are distinct peaks in the surface electronic 
structure above each Ti adatom, Figure 7.15(b) shows these peaks to be roughly double the 
width of the troughs surrounding them. There is a small dip in each of the peaks, although 
this would not show up experimentally. The peaks correspond to the Ti adat-om beneath. 
Nt/ 
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Figure 7.16: Top clown view of the (2x2) Ti adatoin on a (lx 1) SrO surface (0 = 0.25). The 
grey spheres represent. Sr atoms, the blue spheres represent Ti atoms and the red spheres 
represent 0 atoms, where the largest spheres represent the uppermost layer. The arrows 
show the direction of displacement during relaxation. 
The Sr atoms in the underlying layer all show a horizontal displacement away from their 
nearest. Ti adatoni, with no other horizontal displacement present. The Ti adatoms and the 
O atolIls directly beneath display a displacement towards the vacuum region, with the 0 
atoiiis showing a greater magnitude of displacement. The rest of the 0 atoms and the Sr 
atolls displace inwards towards the bulk. 
The images generated for the (2x2) Ti adatoin situated on a(1 x 1) SrO terminated 
surface (0 _ 0.75) show a very distinct pattern that is unlike anything seen previously in 
this work. The peaks in the surface electronic structure are not uniform, with three seperate 
peaks present in one triangular grouping. These appear to occur clue to the displacement 
undergone by the Ti a(latoins, as can be seen in figure 7.18. Rather than the uniform troughs 
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(a) Side View (b) From Above 
Figure 7.17: Simulated STM images of the (2x2) Ti adatom situated on a (1 x 1) SrO surface 
(0 = 0.75). The surface is coloured according to height from red at the lowest point, to Clark 
blue at the highest. 
that have been seen previously, there is a very prominent low area at, the top right of the 
simulation cell, as can be seen in figure 7.17(b). This is not the sort. of image that was seen 
by Silly et, al. in [431. 
The Ti adatoni at the corner of the simulation cell displaces downwards during relaxation, 
whilst those at, the side displace towards the vacuum. The Sr atoms in the underlying layer 
contract, back into the hulk, whilst all of the 0 atoms move out towards the vacuum, with the 
O atone with no adatom above showing the smallest magnitude of displacement. Horizontally, 
the Sr atottis show a displacement towards the centre of the cell, whilst the Ti adat-oms show 
a tendency to move towards each other, producing the clumps seen in figure 7.17(b). The 0 
atoms at, the corner of the cell displace away frone their overhead adatoms in the y direction, 
but, ill the same x direction. 
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Figure 7.18: Top down view of the (2x2) Ti adatom on a (lx 1) SrO surface (0 = 0.75). The 
grey spheres represent Sr atoms, the blue spheres represent Ti atoms and the red spheres 
represent () atoms. where the largest spheres represent the uppermost layer. The arrows 
Show the (Iirection of displacement during relaxation. 
7.3.4 (f x 5) Adatom 
FigiL Fe 7.19: Experimental image of a (v" 5x V) surface reconstruction generated by Newell 
et a1. [441. The left image shows a (/ x \/-5-) domain with a rotation of -26.6°. The sample 
is itntige(l with a positive bias and a, tunnelling current of 1 nA (7.9 x 7.9 nm2, Vs = +0.5 
V). The right image shows a (\15- 5x f) domain with a rotation of 26.6°. The sample is 
illIktgeNl with a positive bias and a tunnelling current of 2 nA (7.9 x 7.9 11,112. VQ = -0.5 V). 
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The images in figure 7.19 show (, /5 x v/5) domains obtained by Newell et al. in [44]. Clear 
bright islands can be seen on the surface, surrounded by darker areas which are the troughs 
seen in the simulated images. The islands are not spherical in nature, but consist of a cluster 
of similar bright spots. 
or 
(x) Side View (b) From Above 
Figure 7.20: Simulated ST\1 images of the (V-5 x f) Sr a(latoin situated on a. (1 x 1) TiO2 
surface (0 = 0.2). The surface is coloured according to height from red at the lowest point 
to dark blue it the higliest. 
The simulated S'I'\I image of the (f x 5) Sr adatom situated on a (1 x 1) Ti02 tertni- 
Iºat('d surfac' shows peaks in the surface electronic st. ructnrc at the corners of the simulation 
cell, (orr('sl)(m(ling to the Sr a(latOn1 underneath. These peaks are surrounclecl by low areas 
that are roughly the same area as the peaks. Within each of the low areas is another mini 
peak that is about half of the height, of the main peaks. This agrees with the image presented 
by K1ºi)() and N(ºz()y(' 15,6) and seen in figure 2.14 and with the image generated by Newell 
if rel. 1441. seen in figure 7.14). 
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Figure 7.21: Top down view of the (vf5- x 5) Sr adatom on a (1 x 1) Ti02 surface (0 = 
0.2). The grey spheres represent Sr atoms, the blue spheres represent Ti atoms and the red 
spheres represent, 0 atoms, where the largest spheres represent the uppermost layer. The 
arrows show the direction of displacement during relaxation. 
All of the atoms in the top two layers of this simulation cell show a horizontal displacement 
iºº the same direction. Vertically, the Sr adatoin and all of the Ti atoms displace back towards 
the bulk. The 0 atones at the edge of the cell displace inwards towards the hulk, whilst those 
closest to an adatom displace towards the vacttttrn. 
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7.3.5 c(4x4) Adatom 
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Figure 7.22: STMT images of a SrTi03(001)-c(4x4) surface. The image in (a) is 131 x 124 
nm2 and appears to show disorder. The image is magnified in (b) to show an area 75 x 75 
nm2 and shows local c(4x4) ordering. These images were generated by Silly et al. using V,.. 
= +2.0 V and It = 0.1 nA in [43]. 
The iiiinges in figure 7.22 show a SrTiO: (OO1)-c(4x4) surface. The magnified image clearly 
shows c(4x4) ordering, where uniform bright, spots can be seen. There appears to be no 
(listinct pattern. like the rows of the (2x1) image. The bright spots are distinct from one 
another and of ('(qua, size, and there appears to be darker regions between each bright, spot,. 
It can b seen in figure 7.23 that the simulated STI\I image shows a series of peaks 
slu'ro111ulitlt; a low point in the surface. The peaks are situated above a(httoins, with the low 
1)oillt 111 the surface col'I'eSl)o11(ling to the area with no a(latoI is present. 
Where a peak is 
adja. cellt to allot her peak both in the x and y directions, the peak appears to take a spherical 
shape, whereas those peaks with a clil) adjacent show a more elongated shape in the direction 
of the dips. as is apparent in figure 7.23(b). These images do not agree with the experimental 
ST\1 images generated by Silly (t (il. in [43]. 
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(b) From Above 
Figure 7.23: Simulated STM images of c(4x4) Sr adatom situated on a (1x 1) Ti02 surface 
(0 - 0.375). The surface is coloured according to 
height from red at the lowest point to 
(lark blue at the highest. 
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Figure 7.24: Top down view of the c(4x4) Sr adatom on a (1x1) Ti02 surface (0 = 0.375). 
The grey spheres represent Sr it. oins, the blue spheres represent Ti atoms and the red spheres 
represent 0 atoms, where the largest spheres represent the uppermost layer. The arrows show 
the (Iirection of (lisplacement during relaxation. 
It can be seen in figure 7.24 that there is a. lot of displacement occurring during relaxation. 
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The central Ti atoms move away from their nearest adatom, towards the middle of the cell. 
The outermost 0 atoms move towards their closest adatoin neighbour, whilst the remaining 
Ti atoms move away from the corners of the cell. The Sr adatoms and the Ti atonis in the 
underlying layer displace inwards towards the bulk during relaxation, is do the central O 
atoms. The outer ring of 0 atoms displace outwards towards the vacuum, bringing them 
closer to the above adatoms. 
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Figure 7.25: Sinitilated STM images of c(4x4) Ti adatoin situated on a (1x1) SrO surface 
(0 = 0.375). The surface is coloured according to height from red at the lowest point to 
(lark blue at, the highest. 
The inniges in figure 7.25 are very similar to those generated in figure 7.23. The main 
clifferelic e in this case appears to be in the peaks. Here, each peak seems to display a slight 
dimple at its centre. Again the elongated shapes can be seen where a peak has a clip adjacent, 
to it in either the x 01-Y direction. This is not the sort of image we would expect to see when 
compared to those generated by Silly et al. [43] an(l shown in figure 7.22. 
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Figure 7.26: Top (town view of the c(4x4) Ti adatom on a (1 x 1) SrO surface (0 = 0.375). 
The grey spheres represent. Sr atoms, the blue spheres represent Ti atoms and the red spheres 
represent O atoms, where the largest spheres represent the uppermost layer. The arrows show 
the direction of displacement during relaxation. 
The Sr atolls surrounding a vacant adatom site show a, tendency to move towards the 
elllpty space, as (10 the 
O atoms. This can be seen in figure 7.26. The remaining Sr atoms 
move, towards the space vacated by these displaced atones. The Ti adatoms show no hori- 
'/. OIlta. l 
displacement., and only slight. (lisp IaceInent towards the vacuum. All Sr atolns show a 
tendency to contract back into the bulk. The 0 atoms directly below a. Ti adatom show the 
biggest. vertical (lisplacement., and in each case the direction is towards the above adatoni. 
All other 0 itoins displace slightly towards the vacuum, except for the 0 atom right, of 
centre. which (lisplays a slight contraction back to the bulk. 
7.4 Conclusions 
The ; r; g)1Is in fIgflres 7.1.7.2 ; mud 7.3 seeriº to sm-est thuut, there are three possihl(' cauiclidat, es 
from all energetic poil It, of view. These are the (1x 1) Sr adatoin on a (1 x 1) TiO2 surface, the 
(2 x 2) Sr adatoin on a (1x1) Ti02 tilirface (0 = 0.25) and the (\f5- 5x v"5-)B 26.6' Sr adatom 
on a (1 x 1) TiOz surface. Of these surfaces, the (/ x 5)R26.6° Sr adat. orn on a. (1 x 1) 
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Ti02 surface is the most stable surface at atmospheric pressure and when in a Ti02 rich 
environment. It can also be seen to be the most stable surface under most conditions when in 
a SrO environment, with the (1 x 1) Sr adatom on a (1 x 1) Ti02 surface only becoming more 
stable at 1600K and a pressure of X10-20 atm. However when comparing these adatom cases 
with those surfaces studied in chapters 5 and 6, none are energetically more favourable, as 
can be seen in figures 7.4 and 7.5. However, experimental work has shown that by following 
an annealing process, these surfaces are reproducible. Newell et al. [44] suggest that the 
(-Vf5- x f) reconstruction may only be stable as a component of a phase separated system, 
and may not exist without the coexistence of TiO islands. 
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Chapter 8 
Conclusions 
The experimental work on the (001) surface of SrTiO3 shows a variety of different reconstruc- 
tions are possible under different conditions. However, it is not clear from the work what 
the particular surface stoichiometry is. It is only possible to determine what the periodicity 
of the surface reconstruction is. A number of different surface reconstructions have been 
proposed for each cell periodicity. 
Ab-initio calculations have been performed for a variety of different (001) surface recon- 
structions of SrTiO3 using PLATO. A method of total energy calculation has been outlined 
that takes into account the differing conditions that exist in the real world. 
Simulated STA1 images of the reconstructions have been produced that show the surface 
electronic structure for a bias of +1V. Taking those results that have shown to be the most 
stable, it has been possible to see whether these reconstructions are comparable to those 
seen experimentally, and hence whether or not these reconstructions are feasible. 
8.1 Surface Energies 
Surface energy calculations have allowed for a measure of stability of a variety of surface 
reconstructions to be obtained. From these calculations certain surfaces can be discounted 
as they are not stable under realistic conditions. This work has shown that the most stable 
surfaces over a variety of temperatures and pressures to be: both of the (1x1) terminations, 
(2x1) Ti203, the (2x1) Sr adatom situated at site 1 on a (1x1) TiO2 terminated surface, the 
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2x1) Ti adat. om situated at site 1 on a (1x1) SrO terminated surface, the (2x1) Sr adatom 
situated at site 2 on a (1x1) SrO terminated surface, (f xvlr2-)DL-TiO2 surface, both of the 
(2x2) Sr adatom on a (1x1) Ti02 terminated surfaces (0 = 0.25 and 0.75) and the ( 5x/) 
Sr adatoin on a (1x1) Ti02 terminated surface. 
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(2x1 )Sr->SrO(2) 
-- (1 x1 )Sr->Ti02 
(2x2)Sr->Ti02(0=0.25) 
- ('/Sx, /5)Sr->TiO2 
i' l lil't' 8.1: 1rap Iti Showing how the surface energies of the most stable surfaces vary as a 
function of ýi r ; cß. 1. 
All the graphs are at atmospheric pressure. temperatures of 300K. 1000K 
and 16(1(11 are illustrated. 
Fighte' 8.1 shc»Vs that, when atIt. iuosphc"ric pressure. it. can be seen that. the (1x1) SrO 
tP1'111111ate(1 sill-face is the 1I1Otit St"')'(' ti111'f"( a('1'Otis the 1-ill ge Of /1710.2 'Ill(' at all temperat. uies 
considered. The (f xf )DL-TiOz terminated surface becomes the most stable surface only 
when approaching a very TiO. ) rich environitient. 
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Figure 8.2: Graphs showing how the surface energies of the most, stable cases vary at PPTiO2 = 
over it pressure range of 10-a0 to 1 atni, temperatures of 300K. 1000K and 1600K are 
illustrated. 
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Figure 8.2 shows the variation of the surface energies 1is a function of the. oxygen pal-6,11 
pressure in a '1 1O22 1'1('11 ('IlVirolllllent, for the 1'('('OIl5truct, lonns that, have been shown to he 
the most. stable. It ('7111 be seen that two surfaces are the most, stable across the entire 
feasible pressure rang('. At l()w t('1111'rat. llres the (vx f )DL-TiO2 is the II10st, stable surface 
1'('('oulst. 1'll('t 1(111 tl('I'Utiti Ole pressure range. As the temperature is increased. the (2x1) Ti 
ad; ItmII sit Ililt ed at site 1 mI I( 1X1 Sr() terminated slll'fit ('(' becomes the most stable surface 
when ill a 1OW pressure ('llvil"O1u1lelit. 
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Figure 8.3: Graphs showing how the surface energies of the most stable cases vary at, Eiy 2= 
Ei., 
(), + 
Eýj rTiO: { over 'l pressure ringe of 
10-30 to 1 a. tin, temperatures of 300K. 1000K and 
1(iU0K are illustrated. 
III figure 7.5 the variation of the surface energies of the adatoin cases is shown as a 
function of the oxygen partial pressure in a Sr() rich enviroiinient, for the cases that Ihave 
been Shown to be the most stable. It, can be seen that the (1x1) SrO reconstruction is the 
Itnost, stable surface. it low t. eniperatures. Increasing the temperature again shows the (2x1) 
Ti adatoln situated at site 1 on a (1x1) SrO terminated surface becoming the most stable 
surface when III a low f)resslll'e (IlviroI ineIlt. 
Of the most stable surfaces, the (2x1) Ti adatom situated at site 1 on a (1x1) Sr( 
terminated surface has shown to be a very stable surface in the environment expected when 
performing STII. regardless of whether in Sr() or Ti02 conditions. From a purely energetic 
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view the Sr miatom model proposed by Kubo and Nozoye 
(61 does not appear to answer the 
question of what surfaces are being seen experimentally, although these surfaces could exist 
if the system is not in equilibrium 
8.2 Simulated STM images 
Fl-(, In the t(, t, lI (11(rr, v c"al(. 111, atioiis <I few "III-faces stand out as the most stable. However, to 
match these surfaces with what is seen experimentally the STMT images have to be compared. 
There are no experimental ST\I images of the (1x1) surfaces to compare with, but the 
simulated image shows that. it. is not, a case of the surface being too electronically flat, to 
produce a sufficient image. 
os ý: t (a) Side View 
ýI ý ýýý 
(b) From Above 
Figure ti. 4: Simulated STNI images of the (1x1) Sr( terminated surface. The surface is 
(1 1)111('d toi height fron» red at the lowest point to (lark 1)hle at the highest. 
WIIilst I Iu. shitI. pIiess of thº' troughs ill the Sill ºulatecl images Would be recllIced experitiien- 
tºtlV. tlure are sufficient fcatttrc's in the simulated ST\I image to suggest that experimental 
imagery is possible. Iluwever, the energetics calculated in this work support the theory that 
this surface is not the most stable at 1wessures involved in experimental STMT. It can he seen 
t hat this surface re(otºst rttct iuti is stable at lower temperatures, and only when in a very SrO 
rich environment. 
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Figure 8.5: Simulated STM images of the (2x1) Ti adatom situated at site 1 on a (1x1) SrO 
surface. The surface is coloured according to height from red at the lowest point to dark 
blue at, the highest. 
The (2x1) Ti adat. om situated at site 1 on a (1x1) SrO terminated surface has been seen to 
he the most stable surface when at, high temperatures and in the pressure range associated 
with STM1. The simulated image compares favourably with that generated by Castell [3]. 
Clearly (lefinc(l rows of peaks mid troughs c"an be seen in both the experimental and simulated 
images. The peaks can be seen to be roughly twice the width of the troughs, and again this 
rnºatches what is expected from the experimental image. This, combined with the energy 
calculations, have shown this to be an excellent candidate for a (2x1) reconstruction. 
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(a) Side View (b) From Above 
Figure 8.6: Simulated STM images of the (f xv) DL-Ti02 terminated surface. The surface 
is (()loured l(('OIcling to height from red at the lowest point, to (lark blue at, the highest.. 
The (/ x/') Dl, -'I'iOl image shows a very distinctive pattern. As such, this would 
he clearly identifiable in any experimental images generated. The energetics of this surface 
recollst ruct ion suggest that this is a surface that (0111(1 he stable, although not when at the 
1)ressnrvs involved in experimental STMT. As of vet nothing has 1)(Til produced experimentally 
that lllat ('lies With this pattern. 
8.3 Future Work 
Sr'I'iO, I. -, ; III iit, iilatiii' niatcri, d. ; uidl a. si1(l1 the band gap is to() large to allow 
t. luI1I1rlillg 
to OreiLr. So) to gem-1.11ty S'I'M image's Of SrTiO3 experimentally (lopallt. S are llse(1 that lower 
the rº, nºluc'ticºlt 1)811(1 by fulling states beIuw the fermi energy. It is not, clear, however. 
what v11, Vut if any these (lc)pants have on the images generated and the relative Stability ()f 
the surface. Simulating these (l()1)arlts will allow for a clearer understanding of the role of 
(IOj)antti 111 IºOtIi the energetics and 1111Hgerv. In ('\1)('1'11lIeI1tal STM ('OI1t-m11111t111ts can be 
present in t lie ('({llil)1ltellt . 1)rilntlrilV carbon. 
'fliese cc)Ittanlillallt. s could have adverse effects 
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on the stability of the surfaces under 
UHV conditions, as well as altering the images that 
are produced. Finding a way to simulate these contaminants would bring the simulations 
closer to the experimental process. 
There are a number of larger surfaces that have been proposed, both with and without 
the use of adatoms. These include c(4x2) [3], c(4x4) [3], (4x4) [6] and ( 13x 13)-833.7° [6]. 
These larger surfaces usually arise after an annealing process is performed, and clear experi- 
mental images have been obtained each of these surface reconstructions, so more theoretical 
work could help to explain the phase transitions that lead to these surfaces. 
Oxygen vacancies are another area of interest. It has been suggested that the (1x1) 
surfaces are simply not stable enough in UHV conditions, and that this leads to the formation 
of oxygen vacancies. Calculations have been produced by Johnston et al. [17] that show the 
energy of a (2x2) oxygen vacancy relative to early surface reconstructions. However, with 
the use of periodic boundary conditions the oxygen vacancies may be too close together, so 
a study of larger cells and rotated cells may give a better picture of the energetics involved. 
The method of total energy calculations outlined in this work can be further improved. 
Vibrational contributions to the energy are a factor that have not been considered in this 
work, but may change the relative stability of any given surface reconstruction. It is thought 
that vibrations may lead to the instability of surfaces, giving rise to oxygen vacancies and 
causing other reconstructions to form. 
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